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iv. ABSTRACT
The continuous demand for fossil fuels is causing climate change. The Paris Agreement on
Climate Change calls for ensuring that global average temperatures do not rise above 2°C above
pre-industrial levels (further efforts to limit temperature rise to 1.5°C are also called for). This
requires, inter alia decarbonisation. While the literature covers policy measures and transitions
to decarbonisation extensively, there is scarcely any literature on the role of pension funds and
carbon transitions. This is important because they collectively invest billions of pounds in fossil
fuels.
Hence, this paper addresses the question: What is the role of pension funds in phasing out fossil
fuels and what motivates them to invest or divest? In particular why do Local Government
Pension Scheme funds in the UK choose to either sustain their fossil fuel investments, or
divest?
In addressing this, I examine the extent to which the theory of stranded assets plays a role in
shaping the decisions of pension funds. The literature reveals that investors are generally
motivated by the short-term profitability of the fossil fuels industry to invest and by the
financial risks associated with climate change to divest. The case study based on analysing
internal documents, semi-structured interviews, online survey results and secondary data
related to the Local Government Pension Scheme (a UK statutory public service pension
scheme), reveals that it largely overlooks the financial risks associated with climate change as
it continues to invest an important share (6.3%) of its members‟ contributions into the fossil
fuel industry.
Overall, a mere 6 of the 90 Local Government Pension Scheme funds announced they had
made a commitment to divest, namely Environment Agency Pension Fund in 2015. Because
their divestment plans stretch over the long-term, it is difficult to evaluate the progress made at
this time. Nevertheless, their plans have shown promise thus far, exceeding performance
expectations. On the other hand, the remaining funds claim that if they exclude fossil fuel
assets, they would be unable to meet their statutory requirement of having sufficient resources
available to meet all liabilities. Although these have not committed to divestment, some are
active towards climate change and manage climate risk. These have adopted policies of active
management to decarbonise their portfolios via the employment of shareholder engagement
and positive investing. However, the large majority of LGPS funds remain silent on CC at this
time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The year 2015 was revolutionary for environmental enthusiasts. After decades of discussion on
climate change (CC), the fact that 159 UNFCC members have ratified the Paris Agreement (PA)
(UNFCCC, 2014) suggests there is a worldwide consensus on the urgency of the issue. The PA
unites all member nations into a common cause to undertake ambitious efforts to combat CC.
Overall, the central aim is to strengthen the global response to the threat of CC and maintain
global temperature rise well below 2°C (above pre-industrial levels) and to pursue efforts to
limit warming even further to 1.5°C. If we are to limit warming to 2°C and avoid the worst CC
impacts, the IPCC (2014) reveals that 80% of the fossil fuel (FF) reserves currently available to
the FF industry cannot be used (unburnable carbon). Accordingly, the IPCC has indicated that
GHG emissions reductions equivalent to 40-70% by 2050 (relative to 2010 levels) are required
to maintain warming below 2°C. Thus, the demand for FF will have to be reduced. This scenario
will most likely realise the stranded assets theory and drastically lessen the value of the FF
industry (Ansar et al., 2013). The resulting „carbon bubble‟ is the basis of the study.
Because pension funds (PFs) are required to have sufficient resources to pay their members‟
pensions, we rely on their better judgement when it comes to investment decisions. These
conduct investments across a diversified portfolio to ensure sufficient returns are collected to
meet this requirement. Nevertheless, the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) in the UK
had FF investments worth billions in 2014 (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). Not only do these
investments threaten the environment (accelerate dangerous CC), they also endanger the
pensions owed to scheme members (risk associated with stranded assets). On the other hand,
the FF industry embodies a dominant sector of the current economy. Its exclusion from an
investment portfolio could hinder a PF‟s ability to meet its statutory requirement. Overall, the
PFs that compose the LGPS are shared between these two contentions. While the predominant
share has chosen to continue their investments in FF, the other has announced a committed to
divest. With that said, because the literature review in chapter 2 reveals there is limited
academic material on the role of PFs and carbon transitions, it is unclear what motivations
drive such decisions. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to understand how PFs and the LGPS in
particular deal with the need for a carbon transition.
Onwards, the overarching phenomenon under focus is CC. Because we have more or less
sustained our business-as-usual approach at the global scale, we now find ourselves at a
crossroads. We can either choose to mitigate the climate risks presented by CC and avoid the
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worst impacts, or embrace conventionalism and adapt when the worst impacts materialise. The
following subsection will briefly discuss CC, the four possible climate futures and their
respective impacts, as well as the measures required to comply with the 2°C scenario.
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1.1 - Climate Change
The increase in anthropogenic GHG emissions has led to unprecedented atmospheric
concentrations of carbon (at least for the last 800,000 years) (IPCC, 2014). The Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) describe four possible climate futures based on future GHG
emissions and atmospheric concentrations, air pollutant emissions and land use levels (based on
the main contributors of emissions – economic growth, population growth, lifestyle, energy use,
land use patterns, climate policy and technology) (IPCC, 2014):
 RCP2.6: Assumes that global annual GHG emissions (measured in CO2 equivalents) peak
between 2010-2020, with emissions declining substantially thereafter.
 RCP4.5: Assumes that emissions peak around 2040, and then decline.
 RCP6.0: Assumes that emissions peak around 2080, and then decline.
 RCP8.5: Assumes that emissions continue to rise throughout the 21st century.
While RCP2.6 is the most strict mitigation scenario, it is representative of a scenario we must
live by in order to comply with the 2°C scenario. On the other hand, RCP8.5 is the least strict
mitigation scenario. It is representative of „baseline scenarios‟ or „business-as-usual scenarios‟
without further efforts to restrain emissions. As demonstrated by FIGURE 1 (illustrates global
mean surface temperature change in °C from 1986-2005 to 2082-2100 and across different
regions), the two scenarios present drastically different climate outcomes.
Figure 1 (IPCC, 2014) - RCP 2.6 & RCP 8.5: PROJECTED CHANGE IN GLOBAL MEAN SURFACE
TEMPERATURE FROM 1986-2005 TO 2081-2100 AND ACROSS DIFFERENT REGIONS

The number of models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Stippling (i.e., dots) shows
regions where the projected change is large compared to natural internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of
change. Hatching (i.e., diagonal lines) shows regions where the projected change is less than one standard deviation of the natural internal
variability.
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The observed CC thus far and the associated impacts (FIGURE 2) have affected natural and
human systems worldwide. CC projections (based on the current warming rate) suggest that
existing risks will amplify and that destined warming will create further risks. All in all, the
IPCC (2014) claims there are five major reasons for concern:
 Unique systems at risk;
 The increased frequency of extreme weather events;
 The uneven distribution of impacts (risks generally greater for disadvantaged people and
communities);
 The global aggregate impacts;
 The increased frequency of large-scale singular events.
Figure 2 (IPCC, 2014) - CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS

Based on the available scientific literature since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), there are substantially more impacts in
recent decades now attributed to climate change. *…+ Numbers in ovals indicate regional totals of climate change publications from
2001 to 2010, based on the Scopus bibliographic database for publications in English with individual countries mentioned in title,
abstract or key words (as of July 2011). These numbers provide an overall measure of the available scientific literature on climate
change across regions; they do not indicate the number of publications supporting attribution of climate change impacts in each region.
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As you would expect, the risk increases simultaneous to temperature rise (FIGURE 3).
Figure 3 (IPCC, 2014) - THE 5 REASONS FOR CONCERN REGARDING CLIMATE CHANGE: RISK
INCREASE SIMULTANEOUS TO TEMPERATURE RISE

All warming levels are relative to the 1986-2005 period. Adding ~0.6°C to these warming levels roughly gives warming relative to the 1850-1900
period, used as a proxy for pre-industrial times (right-hand scale). The colour shading indicates the additional risk due to climate change when a
temperature level is reached and then sustained or exceeded. White indicates no associated impacts are detectable and attributed to climate
change. Yellow indicates that associated impacts are both detectable and attributable to climate change with at least medium confidence. Red
indicates severe and widespread impacts. Purple shows that very high risk is indicated by all key risk criteria.

To address these risks, adaptation and mitigation are complementary measures employed to
reduce and control CC risks. Substantial emissions reductions over future decades must be
accomplished to place the world on a 2°C pathway. The IPCC (2014; 76) claims sufficient
reductions will “reduce the climate risks in the 21st century and beyond, increase prospects for
effective adaptation, reduce the costs and challenges of mitigation in the longer term and
contribute to climate-resilient pathways for sustainable development”. On the other hand, if
mitigation is delayed and adaptation responses do not improve, the risks will subsist and the CC
impacts will continue to erode the basis for sustainable development. Because GHG
concentrations are dispersed worldwide, the emissions contributed by any agent (individual,
community, company, country) affect other agents. Thus, because CC is a collective action
problem at the global scale, effective mitigation cannot be achieved if individual agents
12
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promote their own interests. Instead, common interests must be promoted. Moreover, global
efforts must be coordinated today because the FF industry not only holds five times more
carbon than we can safely afford to burn, it also continues to spend billions in search for more
(People & Planet, 2017).
With that said, Climate Action Tracker (CAT; independent scientific analysis that measures
climate action against the agreed aim of holding warming below 2°C) has spelt out ten
important, short-term steps that key sectors (energy generation, road transport, buildings,
industry, forest and land use, and commercial land use) must follow to achieve the PA‟s 1.5°C
target (CAT, 2017). In short, these sectors must undertake major efforts to reduce emissions by
2020 at the latest. Moreover, by 2025 these should have accelerated their efforts to reach the
globally-aggregated zero CO2 emissions by 2050, and zero GHG emissions by 2070. The ten
steps are as follows (CAT, 2017):
 Electricity: Sustain the growth rate of renewables and other zero and low carbon power
until 2025 to reach 100% by 2050.
 Coal: No new coal power plants, reduce emissions from coal by at least 30% by 2025.
 Road transport: Last fossil fuel car sold before 2035.
 Aviation and shipping: Develop and get agreement on a 1.5°C compatible vision.
 New buildings: All new buildings fossil-free and near zero energy by 2020.
 Building renovation: Increase rates from <1% in 2015 to 5% by 2020.
 Industry: All new installations in emissions-intensive sectors are low-carbon after 2020;
maximise material efficiency.
 Forestry and land use: Reduce emissions to 95% below 2010 levels by 2030, stop net
deforestation by the 2020s.
 Commercial agriculture: Keep emissions at or below current levels, establish and
disseminate regional best practice, increase research
 CO2 removal: Begin research and planning for negative emissions (process that absorbs,
uses, or stores GHG).
The global response to CC originates the financial risk associated with CC. Unlike the
environmental risks, financial risk is not directly associated with temperature but with the
world‟s response to CC. More specifically, because environmental risk increases with
temperature, it is recommended we maintain warming below 2°C to avoid the worst climate
impacts. Because this requires important GHG emissions reductions, FF reliance must be
13
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reduced. Accordingly, policies that „boycott‟ FF energy in favour of low-carbon energies are to
be expected sooner rather than later. The introduction of appropriate measures will cause FF
reserves to become stranded assets (discussed in greater detail in chapter 2). As a result, FF
assets will lose value. In consideration of stranded assets, investors cannot rely on FF
investments to achieve sustainable returns. With that said, PFs must consider the profitable
outcome of either divestment and/or decarbonisation. Overall, these must undertake the
necessary actions to ensure their portfolio is compatible with the 2°C pathway before the
financial risk becomes too great and presents financial detriment to the fund.
1.2 - Knowledge Gap, Problem Statement & Research Question
In consideration of the former subsection, a literature review (see chapter 2) was conducted to
understand the role of PFs within carbon transitions. However, few publications discuss this
theme. Despite increased transparency on their investments/activities, the lack of studies has
resulted in a universal blindness on how PFs handle climate risk and the critical need for a
carbon transition (Della Croce et al., 2011). Not only does the lack of studies manifest the
scientific relevance (stranded assets), the societal relevance is also clear because scheme
members are financially reliant on their PFs‟ better judgement when it comes to investment.
With that said, a problem statement has been authored:
Because we have sustained our business-as-usual activities, CC has become a real threat. If we
are to limit surface warming to 2°C (above pre-industrial levels) and avert the worst impacts, we
cannot burn 80% of the FF reserves available to the FF industry. With £12 billion worth of FF
investments in 2014, the LGPS is still affiliated with the industry today. Because the global
response to CC will originate financial risks for investors (stranded assets), continued FF
investment will ultimately endanger future pensions. With that said, LGPS funds must consider
the profitable outcome of either divestment and/or decarbonisation in their investment policies.
Naturally, a decision must be made in accordance with their statutory requirement – to have
sufficient resources available to meet all their liabilities. In consideration of the above, the
following explanatory Research Question (RQ) and hypothesis have been devised:
What is the role of pension funds in phasing out fossil fuels and what motivates them to invest
or divest? In particular why do Local Government Pension Scheme funds in the UK choose to
either sustain their fossil fuel investments, or divest?
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On the one hand, LGPS funds have chosen not to discontinue their FF investments because the
asset class is profitable (attractive risk-return profile/suitable level of risk) and can assist the
need to meet their statutory requirement in the short-term. Nevertheless, these are not
necessarily inactive towards CC – some employ alternative measures to manage climate risk
(shareholder engagement, positive investing, etc.). On the other hand, LGPS funds have
committed to divest from FF because continued investment threatens the environment
(accelerates dangerous CC) and more importantly, the members‟ future pensions (stranded
assets).

1.3 - Thesis Structure
To close this chapter, this subsection will discuss the thesis structure, employed to best answer
the RQ:
 Literature Review (chapter 2): This chapter examines literature on PF investment and
divestment to better understand the motivations that drive these institutional investors to
either sustain their investments in FF, or divest.
 Methodology (chapter 3): This chapter is divided into four subsections:
o The first briefly defines the case study and justifies the use of a representative case
study.
o The second underlines the conceptualisation and operationalization scheme used to
answer the RQ (developed considering both the literature review and case study).
o The third underlines the secondary material collected to author the body of the
discussion.
o The fourth discusses the complementary primary data-collection methods employed
to support the discussion and defends their use.
 Case Study (chapter 4): This chapter provides a thorough description of the case study –
the LGPS (administration, funding, investments, strategy).
 Analysis (chapter 5): This chapter analyses the representative case study using the
operationalization scheme.
 Conclusion (chapter 6): This chapter recapitulates the entirety of the thesis and presents
final conclusions and recommendations.

15
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review provides context and aims to understand the role of PFs and carbon
transitions. More specifically, the aim is to discern the motivations that drive PFs (in a general
context) to either sustain or divest their investments in FF. These will then be considered as
indicators for the operationalization scheme (see chapter 3). Nevertheless, the motivations
(indicators) are more or less effective depending on the case study examined. Therefore, the
scheme will be devised in consideration of both the literature review and the case study.
Overall, the literature review is divided between two themes – „PF Investment‟ and „PF
Divestment‟. The methods exercised to author these themes differ because the review was
coordinated via two individuals. In short, the workload was divided because a fellow student
conducted a similar study of the Netherlands. Naturally, while similar, the methods employed
differ due to personal preferences. While I authored the theme on „PF Investment‟, my
colleague authored the theme on „PF Divestment‟.

2.1 - PF Investment
Data Collection Method for ‘PF Investment’
The literature used was selected via the use of „key word searches‟ on two web citation indices
(Google Scholar and Web of Science). Word combinations relevant to the theme were searched
for. Due to the elevated number of results, the search was made more specific. The „advanced
search‟ tool was employed to conduct „in-title‟ searches (all words that characterise the word
combination are exhibited in the literature titles). When reduced and the recurrent sources
discarded, the results obtained (TABLE 1) were examined to devise a reference list. The
method used is delivered in TABLE 2.

16
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Keywords

Table 1 - ‘PF INVESTMENT’: NUMBER OF RESULTS AFTER PERFORMING 'WORD
COMBINATION' SEARCH

(1) ‘Pension Fund Investment’
(2) ‘Pension Funds Investment’
(3) ‘Pension Fund Investments’
(4) ‘Pension Funds Investments’
(5) ‘Pension Fund(s) Investment Fossil Fuel(s)’
(6) ‘Investments Fossil Fuels’

Web Citation Indices
Google
Web of
Scholar
Science
(BLUE)
(RED)
431
78
527
78
117
78
132
78
0
0
19
9

# of Search Results

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1

2

3

Keyword

4

5

6

Table 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW: METHOD EMPLOYED TO PRODUCE A CONCISE LIST OF
REFERENCES
1. Due to the sheer number of results, the sources were first arbitrated on the basis of their titles. If
deemed valuable, the abstract of the source in question was read.
2. Likewise, if the abstract was deemed valuable, the source was inserted into the reference list.
3. All sources were read thoroughly and extracts were collected to author the literature review (the
sources that failed to provide relevant information were removed from the reference list).
4. If the source was beneficial, its respective reference list was examined to distinguish further
material.
5. If a reference was deemed valuable, the four previous steps were repeated.

This subsection on PF investment will introduce PFs and discuss:
 Their rise to dominance within financial structures;
 The various pension plans;
 PF investment strategies;
17
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 Alternative assets;
 Responsible Investment (RI), and;
 FF investments and the first break in literature.
2.1.1 - Pension Funds: Rise to Financial Dominance
First, it is essential to mention world‟s massive population growth in recent history. Since 1950,
the population has risen from 2.5 to 7.6 billion in mid-2017 (UN, 2017). This number is
projected to increase progressively until it stabilises at 11 billion in 2100. Moreover, extended
families are former occurrences (Erasmus & van Huyssteen, 2016). The modern small families
have sourced an increase in elderly inhabitants worldwide. FIGURE 4 best demonstrates this
occurrence. While the statistics represent five nations, these can be universalised (World Bank,
2017). In addition, advances in medical and health-related services have boosted life
expectancy, worsening the burden on PFs further (Erasmus & van Huyssteen; 2016; National
Treasury, 2012; Hu, 2006).
Figure 4 (OECD, 2016) - OLD AGE DEPENDENCY RATIOS: PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE
AGED 65+ IN FIVE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES (1970 & 2014)
30
25

Percent

20
1970
15

2014

10
5
0
1970

US
9.81

Japan Germany France
7.07
13.18
12.87

UK
13.03

2014

14.5

25.06

17.26

21.45

18.31

In short, PFs are institutional investors that collect, accumulate and invest member contributions
to meet their requirement – to have sufficient resources available to meet their liabilities
(including their members‟ benefits) (Erasmus & van Huyssteen, 2016; Mengistu, 2009; Hu,
2006; Davis, 2005; Kimmis et al., 2002; Bodie & Davis, 2000; Fischer & Reisen, 1995; Davis,
1995; World Bank, 1994). Because many cannot save sufficiently, PFs deliver means for
individuals to accumulate financial resources over their careers to finance their retirement
needs. With that said, these demographic changes (population growth and ageing populations)
18
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have provoked an increased need for PFs (Mercer, 2016). These will have to meet increased
liabilities in the foreseeable future.
Onwards, the PF trade has thus matured drastically since the 1980s, and now dominates the
volume of financial transactions worldwide (Blake et al., 2010; Clark, 2000; 1998; Hu, 2006).
In 2005, PF assets were equivalent to US$18 trillion. While the number rose to US$22 trillion
in 2008 (The Economist, 2008), US$22 trillion represented the net worth of American PFs
alone in 2015 (Whiteside, 2016). Moreover, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) has monitored the evolution of assets under PF control in 80 countries
since the 1980s (OECD.Stat, n.d.). Between 1981 and 2015, the assets under control have
increased by 3262%. This rise to financial dominance demonstrates the continuous evolution of
capitalism, where the bulk of financial assets have been transferred from owners to companies,
and now to PFs and their beneficiaries (Clark, 1981). Despite their worth to the financial system,
little research has been conducted on PFs (Hawley & Williams, 1996). Accordingly, scholars
have demanded increased research on these institutions, but have broadcasted different
motivations to do so:
 First, PF activities must be documented because these financial intermediaries manage
enormous financial resources (Kasemir & Süess, 2002; Davis, 2000; Clark, 1998).
 Second, because PFs rely on investment returns to meet their liabilities, the investments and
their associated risks must be studied (Hu, 2006).
2.1.2 - Pension Plans
According to Mercer (2016), it is difficult to identify similarities between the different pension
systems that operate worldwide. This is because these are based on different economies, social
structures and different historical, political and cultural contexts. With that said, Hu (2006) and
Reid (2014) discuss the American and Dutch pension systems respectively. Both systems have
three distinct structures (pillars) that constitute the system – state pension schemes, occupational
schemes and individual pension schemes. This three-pillar system is said to be standard
worldwide (Reid, 2014; Hu, 2006).
The first is a state-administered „Pay-As-You-Go‟ (PAYG) scheme which delivers basic
retirement income to all citizens, no matter whether the individual had been economicallyactive (Kasemir et al., 2001). Beneficiaries can choose how much they wish to contribute - the
sum specified is either deducted regularly from their salary, or contributed directly as a lump
sum) (Investopedia, 2017c). The employee can then choose among various investment options
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and decide whether their contributions are to be invested in risky or safe funds, depending on
the returns desired. Nevertheless, because PAYG schemes are locked into old economies, these
are out-dated and cannot beat the current demographic issues (Fischer & Reisen, 1995).
Citizens have thus become reliant on the occupation-linked structure where contributions are
invested into newer economies to allow the current workforce to draw their annuities come
retirement (Kasemir et al., 2001; Fischer & Reisen, 1995). These schemes are classified as
either defined benefit (DB) or defined contribution (DC). The schemes are „defined‟ in the sense
that the benefit formula is defined in advance. Numerous scholars have discussed such schemes;
their communications have been accumulated to author the following overview (Reid, 2014;
Quarter et al., 2008; Hu, 2006; Davis, 2005; 2001; Kasemir et al., 2001; Bodie, 1988). First, the
DB scheme offers an entitlement determined via a formula that considers the employee‟s
earning history, service tenure (in years), and social security benefit (on occasion). In this case,
the employer promises a specified entitlement (calculated via the formula above) to the
employee and is required to meet the sum when the latter retires. In a characteristic model, the
employee receives a retirement income equal to 1% of their final salary multiplied by the service
tenure. For instance, an employee who retires after 40 years of service with a final salary of
US$25,000 will receive a pension worth US$10,000 a year (40% of US$25,000). In recent times
however, a shift towards DC schemes has occurred. The DC scheme is a retirement plan in
which the employer, employee, or both make contributions on a regular basis. Benefits are
determined based on the amounts credited to the members‟ individual accounts (through
employee contributions and, if applicable, employer contributions), plus any investment
earnings on the money in the account. Because the employer has no financial requirement in
addition to its fixed contributions, the employee bears all investment risk. Finally, the third
structure embodies individual taxed-deferred retirement plans, which individuals undertake on
their own initiative (Reid, 2014; Kasemir et al., 2001).
2.1.3 - Pension Fund Investment Strategies
An investor‟s objective is to achieve an ideal trade-off between risk and return through
investments into a suitable diversified combination of assets (Davis, 2005). Naturally, the
investor‟s business intentions and constraints determine investment choices. In the PF context
however, the rapid accumulation of assets has resulted in the immediate issue – how to invest
them (Hu, 2006). The factors that determine PF investment are as follows:
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 Whether the PF is a PAYG, DB or DC scheme (Quarter et al., 2008; Hu, 2006; Davis, 2005;
2001; Bodie, 1988);
 The PF‟s financial needs and capacities (McCarthy et al., 2016);
 The laws enforced by government and the scheme‟s administering body; and,
 The market uncertainties – investment decisions are not based on simple risk-return
portfolios alone, but also consider other factors (Environmental, Social and Governance
concerns for instance; ESG) (Tsado & Umar, 2011).
Onwards, because there are numerous asset classes available for investment, there is debate on
their fitness in relation to PF investment strategies. Two primary strategies are discussed in
literature:
 PFs should invest in fixed-income securities that match their liabilities (Bodie, 2001); or,
 PFs should invest in risky funds to earn a divide between their assets and their liabilities to
boost returns (Alestalo & Puttonen, 2006).
Nevertheless, because investment decisions have commonly been based on convention, the PFs‟
habits, rules and norms have determined portfolio allocations (Clark, 1998). PF decision-makers
have been criticised for their overreliance on convention and under reliance on alternative
assets. Moreover, these were also criticised for adopting policies of passive management
(Mainer, 1988). Instead, investors should be active owners that adopt portfolios that combine a
selection of both risk-free and risky asset classes (Hu, 2006; Markowitz, 1991). This is in
accordance with the EU directive which encourages long-term investors to explore risk capital
in order to optimise performance and profitability (EUR-Lex, 2016). Accordingly, despite the
low enactment rate and the small share of assets allocated, the interest in alternative asset classes
has increased over time (Clark, 1997). Moosa et al. (2015), who conducted a study to discern the
determinants of this trend, confirmed that portfolio diversification has become conventional for
institutional investors like PFs.
2.1.4 - Alternative Assets
For decades, PF investment was limited to few asset classes (Whiteside, 2016). However, the
evolution of market conditions and the need to maintain elevated returns have allowed PF
investment in additional asset classes. Andonov et al. (2015) and Beeferman (2008) have
respectively studied PF investments in real estate and infrastructure. These two popular asset
classes, amid numerous others, are termed alternatives and have attracted increased interest
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from PFs (allocations increased from 9% to 16% between 1990 and 2010). These have
occasionally been invested in as a substitute to conventional asset classes (stocks, bonds, etc.);
however, alternatives are generally invested in because they allow portfolio diversification
(Blake et al., 2010). Diversification is important because it allows investors to distribute their
assets across multiple classes. This has the potential to increase returns and minimise risk
exposure. Nevertheless, because alternatives are new additions to investor portfolios, the
associated risks are unclear. Scholars have thus pressed investors to review the individual asset
classes before conducting investments (Andonov et al., 2015; Blake et al., 2010). Investors have
agreed and have replaced the traditional balanced investment managers (make investments
across various asset classes) by managers with expertise in specific asset classes. In the UK,
balanced investment managers controlled 99% of PF assets in 1984; this number fell to 12% in
2004 (Blake et al., 2010). This transformation within British PF administration reduced
exposure to risk, evaded diseconomies and improved PF performance as a whole. With that
said, this section has demonstrated that risky FF investments can be safely reinvested into the
promising alternative asset classes.
2.1.5 - Responsible Investment
Investments will forever be based on sound economic principles (Kasemir et al., 2001; Martin,
1992). However, since the 1600s, investors have considered other criteria in their investment
policies (ESG criteria for instance). The modern term to characterise such investments, Socially
Responsible Investment (SRI; directly linked to RI), is the notion where those involved in
financial services introduce social standards into fund administration and take responsibility for
their actions (Eurosif, 2011; Quarter et al., 2008). Nevertheless, while these have similarities
(along with other investment approaches – impact investing, sustainable investment, ethical
investment and green investment), there is a key difference between SRI and RI (PRI; no date,
c). While the former seeks to combine financial return with a moral or ethical return, the latter
should be pursued by investors whose sole objective is financial return. Because ESG factors
present risks and opportunities that can have material impacts on returns, these must never be
overlooked by investors. With that said, RI is defined as follows (PRI; no date, c) – “responsible
investment is an approach to investing that aims to incorporate ESG factors into investment
decisions, to better manage risk and generate sustainable, long-term returns”.
In the PF context, these have been called upon to adopt (S)RI principles and become more
sensitive to societal needs (Clark, 2000). However, others claim PFs are the agents of scheme
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members only, and that investment towards societal needs would in effect tax the members‟
future annuities. These two contentions underline the debate concerning the function of PFs
(TABLE 3):
 On the one hand, the exclusive benefit view contends that PFs have one statutory
requirement – to have sufficient resources available to meet their liabilities (Clark, 2000;
Romano, 1993). PFs have no broader objectives and owe nothing to the community. These
cannot afford to hinder their ability to achieve their statutory requirement.
 On the other hand, it is contended that PFs were initially introduced to provide societal
duties (Clark, 2000). Naturally, while these must employ all means to achieve their
requirement, PFs that can afford to address societal needs must do so.
Table 3 - JUSTIFICATIONS FOR & AGAINST (S)RI : PF CONTEXT
AGAINST

FOR

 Because PFs must concentrate on their statutory  Because (S)RI does not hinder investment returns
requirement above all – these cannot afford to

(Sievänen & Scholtens, 2013; Quarter et al., 2008), a

invest unreasonably (Sievänen, 2014; Clark,

modest portfolio change would have drastic effects

2000).

(Kasemir et al., 2001).

 Similarly, because trustees are informed not to  Many other investors have adopted (S)RI principles in
sacrifice returns, these are reluctant to invest

their investment policies (Sievänen & Scholtens, 2013;

into unfamiliar asset classes (lack of information

Eurosif, 2011).

on risk-returns) (Sievänen, 2014; Clark, 2000).

 Because PFs hold an important social function, these are

 (S)RI contradicts the notion that is: ‘the business

under consistent scrutiny and can face stigmatisation

of business is business’ (Sievänen, 2014; Kasemir

when these invest in controversial companies,

et al., 2001).

industries, regions (Apostolakis et al., 2016; Robinson,

 Because (S)RI varies across industries, cultures,

2001).

businesses, and individuals, it is unclear what  PFs can afford to refuse to invest in certain companies
investments are considered ‘(S)RI’ (Sievänen,

(e.g. heavy emitters) and encourage others to become

2014).

more sustainable.

Scholars have called on PFs to revise their ambition of return maximization, and take on (S)RI
(Martin, 2009; Sethi, 2005). Sure, financial returns are a must, but should not be the main
motivation for investment (Eurosif, 2011). PFs are counted on for their provision of retirement
income, but are also expected to consider ESG criteria when making investments (Quarter et al.,
2008; Kasemir et al., 2001). Shell was the first investor to adopt an investment strategy based
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on similar principles (the Three Ps). The multinational‟s efforts have been imitated by other
investors and have sourced an investment strategy transition. PFs have also followed suit; these
have started to introduce (S)RI criteria into their investment policies (Apostolakis et al., 2016;
Sievänen & Scholtens, 2013; Koedijk & Slager, 2011; Kasemir & Süess, 2002). Moreover, PFs
have also demonstrated increased collaboration with NGOs and SRI advisors, who offer
information and administration services on sustainable investment (Kasemir et al., 2001).
Overall, (S)RI has become a core value and a distinct asset class for numerous PFs (Sievänen &
Scholtens, 2013; Kievit et al., 2008).
Because the extent of adoption is not statistically demonstrated above, two case studies will be
discussed. First, Eurosif (an association that promotes sustainable finance) conducted a study of
Europe (Eurosif, 2011). 94 of the 169 PFs studied (56%) endorse SRI. Moreover, 111 (66%)
have SRI down as an objective in their investment policies (Eurosif, 2011). Thus, 17 PFs (10%)
– in their own estimation – have failed to realize their duties. Furthermore, 16 of the 68 PFs
(24%) who do not endorse SRI have stated the principles will soon be introduced into their
investment policies. Second, the Social Investment Forum (a forum that promotes social
investments) conducted a study of America (Quarter et al., 2008). Between 1995 and 2005, PFs
that endorsed SRI increased from 55 to 201 (assets controlled increased from US$12 billion to
US$179 billion) (Quarter et al., 2008). Nevertheless, these conclusions are not unique to these
two contexts; similar trends have been observed. These statistics confirm that PFs have
increasingly supported (S)RI in recent times.
Responsible Investment in Practice
The literature indicates (S)RI can be practiced in two manners. First, where PF-company
collaboration is merely a subset (Quarter et al., 2008). This is the „shareholder action‟ approach
where PFs affiliate with companies to better their activities via corporate social responsibility
(CSR) or economically targeted investments (ETI) for instance – two substantial niches in the
(S)RI universe. While CSR is adopted to ensure the company‟s activities are based on
economic, environmental and social motivations (Ite, 2004), ETI involves moderate risk-return
investments towards ESG ambitions (Jackson, 1996). Overall, the objective is to implement
ESG criteria into investee company business models (Kasemir et al., 2001). The second manner
involves the punishment of „wicked‟ companies either via the decision not to invest (Sievänen
& Scholtens, 2013; Kasemir et al., 2001). These companies are discerned via: 1) controversial
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production methods (e.g. child labourers), and 2) the production of controversial commodities
(e.g. tobacco, unsustainable materials).
2.1.6 - Discussion
FF is a controversial asset class because investments present financial risks. PF member
contributions are invested in an industry whose carbon reserves (80%) cannot be used if we are
to limit warming to 2°C (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). The literature surveyed to devise this
subsection did not mention FF investments in the PF context. It is unclear why this is the case;
however, the lack of transparency on FF investments (in past decades) may explain this reality.
However, now that PFs have become increasingly transparent, we know a considerable share of
their assets is invested into the FF industry. As of 2014, the LGPS invested over £12 billion
into FF companies via its constituent funds (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). With that said, due to
the lack of relevant literature, we do not know what motivates PFs to sustain their FF
investments at a time when a carbon transition is required. Thus, a clear „break‟ in literature
materialises. Nevertheless, we can assume the main motivations include:
 Policy/governance: The regulations which govern a PF, be it international, national or
scheme law, play a role in investment decision-making.
 Profitability: PFs do not invest in „controversial‟ assets like tobacco because they wish to
become egregious investors, but because the asset class has an attractive risk-return profile
(can assist the need to meet their statutory requirement).
 Portfolio diversification: All PFs are required to ensure they have sufficient funds to meet
their liabilities – this is their statutory requirement. It is thus recommended that PFs pursue
diversification to disperse their investments across asset classes to spread risk and maximise
returns.
 Does not necessarily contradict RI: While a PF may conduct „controversial‟ investments,
this does not necessarily mean it does not practice RI. The PF may be engaged to ameliorate
the way their investee companies do business.
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2.2 - PF Divestment
Data Collection Method for ‘PF Divestment’
The literature used was selected via „key word searches‟ on Web of Science. Word
combinations relevant to the theme were searched for. Due to the elevated number of results for
certain combinations, „date-specific‟ searches were conducted to collect recent literature from
2007 onwards. When reduced and the recurrent sources discarded, the results obtained
(TABLE 4) were examined to devise a concise reference list. The method used is delivered in
TABLE 2.
Table 4 - ‘PF DIVESTMENT’: NUMBER OF TOTAL ACCUMULATED SOURCES AVAILABLE ON
WEB OF SCIENCE WITH KEYWORDS IN THEIR TITLES, 1985-2017
Year
1992 1997 2002 2007 2012 2017

Divestment

-

-

-

-

18

100

223

Stranded Resources

-

-

-

-

39

321

751

Stranded Assets

-

-

-

-

1

24

64

Divestment (Fossil Fuel)

-

-

-

1

2

3

20

Divestment (Oil)

-

-

-

-

-

2

5

Divestment (Carbon)

-

-

1

1

2

3

5

Divestment (Coal)

-

-

-

2

3

3

3

Divestment (Pension Funds)

1

2

2

2

4

7

7

Unburnable Carbon

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

Stranded Assets (Fossil Fuel)

-

-

-

-

1

2

8

Stranded Resources (Fossil Fuel)

-

-

-

-

1

2

6

Total

1

2

3

4

71

467

1095

# of Accumulated Sources
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This subsection on PF divestment will discuss:
 Ethical and financial motivations to divest;
 The stranded assets theory and the carbon bubble;
 The FFDM; and,
 FF divestment and the second break in literature.
2.2.1 - Ethical & Financial Divestment
First of all, what is divestment? Divestment also known and disinvestment or divestiture, is the
opposite of investment, and is the process of selling an asset for either ethical or financial
ambitions (Investopedia, 2017a). Divestment can be used either as a corporate optimisation
strategy (to improve company value and obtain higher performance efficiency), or as a political
agenda (investments withdrawn from a particular geographic region or industry due to political
or social pressures). Divestment transactions are deliberate efforts in most cases, but can be
forced by regulatory action.
Ethical Divestment
Ethical divestment has been used by social movements since the 19th century to oppose the
unethical investments conducted by certain companies, industries and regions (Schneider, 2014;
Seidman, 2013). The movements focussed on local governments at first, pressuring them to
introduce regulatory laws to combat certain issues. Yet, the internationalisation of society
provided activists with reasons to revise their efforts, which involved the stigmatisation of
international organisations whose activities proved to be unethical (Seidman, 2013). Certain
companies, industries and regions fear stigmatisation and have conducted divestment as a result
(Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014). PFs in the CC context can also experience stigmatisation.
Because these hold an important social function, these are under consistent scrutiny.
Because there have been numerous „controversial‟ asset classes, many ethical movements have
been launched – the issues targeted include nuclear power, pornography, firearms, genocide,
animal testing, alcohol, private prisons, gambling (Apfel, 2015; Schneider, 2014; Ansar et al.,
2013), and more recently, Israel (Culcasi, 2016; McMahon, 2014; Horowitz et al., 2002). The
movements often originate very locally in the USA and focus on US-based investors and
international institutions. While the primary objective is to spread awareness, the second is to
provoke divestment (tends to be small at first) (Ansar et al., 2013). In most cases, several years
are required before major investors commit. Once such investors commit to the cause, others
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will follow suit in a domino effect because these are subject to increased pressure (why have you
not committed when others have?) (Tranoy, 2009). Nevertheless, no matter the investor‟s
affluence, all commitments are successes for the divestment movement. This is because all
commitments will draw media attention and provoke further action (Apfel, 2015). With that
said, the most renowned ethical movements, anti-apartheid and tobacco, are discussed below.
PFs first demonstrated (S)RI during the anti-apartheid movement which fought institutional
racial segregation and discrimination in South Africa (Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014). The
objective was to raise awareness, convince investors to withdraw their investments in South
African companies, and provoke political action (Quarter et al., 2008; Kasemir et al., 2001).
Investors were told to avoid economic ties with local companies. Those who refused were
divested from. The divestment was not economically-motivated, but was driven by the desire to
avoid affiliation with companies that demonstrated undemocratic and inhumane activities. The
campaign successfully dismantled the apartheid government and directed the country into an era
of democracy and equity (Fossil Free; no date, c).
Furthermore, the anti-tobacco movement fought the manufacturers of tobacco-based products,
responsible for the premature death of long term smokers (Quarter et al., 2008; Walsh et al.,
2008; Wander & Malone, 2006). The objective being to control production and lead the
industry into economic isolation, institutional investors were called upon to divest their tobacco
shareholdings to threaten the “industry‟s share values, publicise its bad behaviour and label it as
a politically unacceptable ally” (Walsh et al., 2008; 36). However, the tobacco industry has been
resilient. The industry has encouraged PFs to pursue what is best for their beneficiaries, and not
the public at large. Because PFs describe tobacco shares as remunerative assets they cannot
afford to divest. Decisions to invest/divest are made in consideration of an investor‟s fiduciary
duties (duty of prudence, loyalty and impartiality) (Sarang, 2015). Essentially, a fiduciary duty
describes the relationship between two parties that requires one to act solely in the best interest
of the other (Investopedia, 2015). More specifically, a PF is obligated to act in the best interest
of its members (these have placed their utmost trust and confidence in the PF to pay their
pensions come retirement). However, these duties are often abused when in the crosshairs of
divestment movements (Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014). Since 2000 however, multinational
tobacco companies have sought to regain the public‟s respect and investor confidence by
adopting CSR. Thus, you could argue the control efforts had influence after all (Hirschhorn,
2004).
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Financial Divestment
Financial divestment has become an important tool for companies. Its function has shifted from
a passive tool to dispose of poor performing business units in the 1980s and 90s, to a more proactive tool to seize new business opportunities in the 20th century (Kolev, 2016; Xie et al., 2016;
Berry, 2010). The main economic reason for employing divestment involves resource allocation
and company capabilities. For instance, Xie et al. (2016) and Kolev (2016) each devised four
business-related determinants that motivate firms to divest (e.g. corporate governance, firm
strategy, performance, industry environment). Overall, divestment helps model future business
models and growth strategies (Berry, 2010). However, financial divestment can also have
diverse side-effects. Gómez-Plana et al. (2014) who conducted a case study on Spain, contend
that international divestment can disrupt local, regional and national economies and
employment levels. Yet, the case study also concluded that divestment provided national
acquisitions, created new job opportunities and economic balance. Nonetheless, divestment is a
risky tool that can threaten economic integrity (Kong & Ramayandi, 2008).
2.2.2 - Stranded Assets Theory & the Carbon Bubble
As disclosed in the introduction, the global response to CC will create a financial risk FF
investors cannot afford to overlook. The risk, best defined as the carbon bubble, is related to the
global agreement that climate action is required to limit warming to 2°C (Ansar et al., 2013;
Carbon Tracker, 2013).
Richard Black (BBC journalist) was first to discuss the stranded assets theory (Griffin et al.,
2015). Because the FF industry holds more carbon than we can safely afford to burn and
continues to spend in search for more, the worst is still to come (People & Planet, 2017). The
use of these reserves will result in global average temperature rise and provoke catastrophic CC
impacts (Linnenluecke et al., 2015; Rozenberg et al., 2015). While some impacts cannot be
overturned, we still have time to act. As a result, the PA called for ensuring that warming does
not exceed 2°C (this benchmark ensures the worst impacts are averted). The IPCC (2014)
concluded this target can be achieved if 80% of FF reserves (those currently available) are not
used. Because these reserves will stay in the ground, they become financially stranded
(Linnenluecke et al., 2015; Rozenberg et al., 2015).
The American environmentalist Bill McKibben used the science behind the carbon bubble to
launch the FFDM (discussed in the following subsection). McKibben went public via an article
in a magazine in order to create momentum. The article transmitted a clear message to a
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worldwide audience (Dietz et al., 2016; Griffin et al., 2015; Carbon Tracker, 2013; Seidman,
2013). The article made reference to three basic numbers: to achieve the 2°C target, only 565 of
the 2975 gigatonnes of CO2 available in assets can be used (McKibben, 2012). The math is
clear – much of the assets cannot be burned (unburnable carbon). This requires us to leave a
considerable share of FF reserves in the ground (excess reserves), resulting in stranded assets
(assets that suffer from premature devaluations, caused by an environment-related risk)
(Matikainen, 2016; Ansar et al., 2013). In turn, the accumulation of stranded assets creates
financial risk for investors – the carbon bubble (Carbon Tracker, 2013). With that said, because
CC presents severe environmental and financial risks, the FFDM is based on both ethical and
financial motivations to divest (Apfel, 2015; Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014).
Yet, how will the assets actually become stranded? The global response to CC will most likely
involve the introduction of measures that aim to mitigate the environmental risk (e.g. carbon
pricing, a shift towards renewables, legal action) (Matikainen, 2016). The objective being to
reduce reliance on FF via the devaluation of the FF industry (Ansar et al., 2013). When the 2°C
limit is enforced, the carbon bubble will materialise and the share value of FF companies will
plummet (Fossil Free UK; no date, b). Essentially, the FF industry will be affected in any of
three ways (Fossil Free UK; no date, b):
 Regulatory stranding: A change in policy or the law limits or bans extraction;
 Economic stranding: The costs of extraction rise above the market price of a resource; and,
 Physical stranding: Longer transport drives, extreme weather effects, flooding of mines
and wells, droughts, etc.
Overall, while the potential losses are difficult to evaluate at this time because the estimation
relies on different future scenarios (advances in renewable technology, the cost of carbon,
emissions pathways), massive losses are expected (Weyzig et al., 2014). Thus, because all
investors that hold carbon-intensive assets are at risk, the FFDM has ordered these to reduce
their portfolio‟s exposure to carbon and increase exposure to low-carbon assets (Matikainen,
2016). Overall, many have recognised the potential risk and have committed to divest their FF
investments.
2.2.3 - Fossil Fuel Divestment Movement
Currently, because no international laws require investors to divest from FF, the FF industry has
not been effectively devalued (Matikainen, 2016). Naturally, most investors continue to be
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drawn by the industry‟s attractive risk-return profile. At this time, we rely on the efforts of the
FFDM to devalue the industry – an international network of campaigns working towards
freeing communities from FF (Fossil Free; no date, a). The FFDM calls for organisations,
institutions and individuals to demonstrate moral leadership and break their affiliation with the
industry (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). The general message is straightforward; to avert a
climate crisis and sustain a liveable planet, we must keep FF in the ground. However, FF
companies, with all their financial power, are the major obstacles to progress. With their
lobbying power, spreading of false information and arm-bending of politicians, these have
political processes in shackles. In short, the industry employs all means to achieve their sole
objective of profit maximisation.
On the one hand, because humanity must be steered towards a sustainable future, thousands of
investors have conformed and divested from FF, sacrificing profitable returns (Carrington,
2015a). These have developed the fastest-growing movement in history, with each act
withdrawing power from the FF industry, and providing an opportunity for CC action. As the
FFDM gains momentum, the FF industry becomes increasingly subject stigmatisation (possibly
the most influential outcome of divestment) – this could lead to the introduction of regulations
that affect the industry‟s activities (Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014; Ansar et al., 2013) and
effectively damage its image and identity (Wan et al., 2015).
On the other hand, like other ethical divestment movements, fiduciary duties hinder the
potential of the FFDM (Sarang, 2015; Schneider, 2014). Investors claim divestment is not the
ideal tool to address CC. Chief Investor at Yale University, David Swensen, demanded his
investors to measure their portfolios‟ exposure to climate risk via a carbon audit (Litterman,
2015; Tollefson, 2015). If present, these were demanded to either: 1) push investee companies
to embrace mitigation, or 2) divest from investee companies if these refuse to take
responsibility. Hermes Investments embraces this approach and contends divestment should
never be employed as a means to solve CC alone (Duguid, 2015). Instead, divestment should
only be conducted once a portfolio audit confirms the investor‟s assets bear financial risk.
However, scholars contend divestment is unlikely to meet its objective to reduce FF demand
supply. More often than not, investors refuse to divest because it will hardly contribute to
decarbonisation (Finley-Brook & Holloman, 2016). Scholars and investors have both
communicated reasons why this is the case (Griffin et al., 2015):
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 Divestment will create opportunities for neutral investors to substitute those who divest
(Ansar et al., 2013). The new investors could choose not to pressure its investee companies
to pursue sustainable development.
 Investors believe: 1) CO2 emissions and CC will be less of a threat than claimed by
scientists, and 2) the financial risk associated with stranded assets will not be as elevated
than claimed by scientists (Beer, 2016). For instance, these risks will be lessened via the
measures that are carbon capture/sequestration and enhanced oil recovery.
 Investors are reluctant to divest because:
o Governments will eliminate the externalities of unburnable carbon with policy;
o Carbon restrictions will not be introduced in the near future (due to the lack of
suitable alternative energy sources); and,
o These are doubtful the need to mitigate will ever exceed the demand for FF.
 Because most FF companies do not address unburnable carbon risks in their financial
statements, investors overlook these risks.
As a result, investors prefer to employ shareholder engagement instead to steer FF companies in
the right direction (Duguid, 2015; Ritchie & Dowlatabadi, 2014). According to Fossil Free UK
(no date, b), because this approach seems highly unlikely to drive a low-carbon transition,
engagement without divestment is synonym to a „criminal legal system without a police force‟.
Moreover, in consideration of the conceivable carbon bubble, sustained FF investments oppose
fiduciary duties (Sarang, 2015). Moreover, with the inevitable introduction of climate
legislation, investors should abandon their FF assets sooner rather than later (Laurikka &
Koljonen, 2006). Finally, we cannot discharge the companies that make minor „sustainable‟
efforts to whitewash their activities in attempt to escape the crosshairs of the FFDM. For
instance, Shell has only committed to divest its investments in gas, the least carbon-intensive FF
(Shell, 2017).
2.2.4 - Discussion
Overall, while the older articles discuss ethical motivations to divest, the more recent articles
discuss the financial motivations. Given the probable materialisation of the carbon bubble (a
direct consequence of the global response to CC), the most recent literature on divestment
movements focuses on the momentum of the new FFDM. Because carbon restrictions have not
yet been introduced, articles reflect on former movements to underline the conditions that
found a successful divestment campaign. Nevertheless, the literature concentrates solely on the
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role of certain institutional investors (e.g. universities). With that said, because literature does
not underline the motivations that drive PFs to divest their FF investments, a second „break‟ in
literature clearly materialises. Thus, we can only assume that all institutional investors have
similar motivations to divest:
 Carbon restrictions: All investors will be required to divest/decarbonise when
international climate laws are introduced. PFs divest prior to the mass divestment, before
the FF industry is devaluated.
 Profitability:

PFs

acknowledge

the

long-term

profitable

outcome

of

divestment/decarbonisation.
 Scrutiny/Stigmatisation: Because these hold an important social function, PF activities
are under consistent scrutiny. If these sustain their FF investments, they may become
defamed. This possibility can push PFs to divest/decarbonise.
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3. METHODOLOGY
The aim here is to present and defend the representative case study employed to discern the
motivations that drive PFs to sustain or divest their FF investments. To do so, all data sources
used to devise the thesis were analysed using an operationalization scheme. The data was
collected from secondary sources (available online) and via primary data-collection methods.
While the secondary sources compose the body of the discussion, the complementary primary
data-collection methods were used to complete the data and enhance research validity
(Swanborn, 2013).

3.1 - The Case Study
Because this study is based on empirical research, a suitable case study is required. Case study
research methods are empirical inquiries that examine a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clear (Yin,
1984). Because PFs and carbon transitions are not discussed in literature, this justifies the use
of a case study. These „representative informative case studies‟ are best-suited to answer an
explanatory RQ like ours (Swanborn, 2013). In this study, British PFs entail the research
population. The reasons for this choice are:
 My familiarity and affinity with the country (British citizen), as well as my proficiency to
conduct research in an English-speaking context.
 The British pension system has some good features, but also has major risks and/or
shortcomings that should be addressed. Without these improvements, its long-term
sustainability can be questioned (Mercer, 2016).
 British PFs rank 6th worldwide in terms of assets owned (5.4%) (Willis Towers Watson,
2016).
 British finance supervisors were first to acknowledge the risk of stranded assets (Bank of
England, 2015).
Because many occupational PFs have updated their climate risk management processes
(following research on the impact of CC on their portfolios), these have decarbonised much of
their portfolios and/or have limited investments in FF. Thus, there is „little‟ to investigate. This
reality shifted the focus towards state pension schemes and the LGPS in particular. Because the
LGPS (a public sector pension scheme in the UK) depends exclusively on investment returns
to meet its liabilities, it invests in profitable market sectors to collect returns. This includes
investment into the FF asset class, a significant inheritor of LGPS investment (Fossil Free UK;
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no date, c). As of 2014, the LGPS invested £12 of the £187 billion owned in assets in FF
(6.3%). Despite the risks of stranded assets, only 6 of the 90 constituent funds have announced
a commitment to divest. Again, the aim is to identify the motivations that drive a share to
sustain their FF investments, and others to divest.
Before we continue, the LGPS was also selected because the constituent funds are bound to the
„Freedom of Information Act‟. The latter grants all individuals (no matter their age, nationality,
or place of residence) the right to access recorded information held by all public sector
organisations through a freedom of information (FOI) request (GOV.UK, n.d.).
3.1.1 - Representative Case Study
Considering the workload necessitated to conduct a study of all 90 LGPS funds and the time
available to author the thesis, the task would have been unrealisable. As a result, a more
concentrated approach was conducted to universalise the research outcomes (Bryman, 2012).
The thesis employed the Fossil Free UK database (the first set of statistics that quantifiably
exposes and affiliates local government pension schemes to the FF industry; data from
2013/2014) to establish the representative case study. Before we continue, it is important to
clarify that the database offers data on three different schemes (Fossil Free UK; no date, c):
 The Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS): Local government pension schemes
administered in England and Wales;
 The Scottish Local Government Pension Scheme (SLGPS): Local government pension
schemes administered in Scotland;
 The Northern Ireland Local Government Pension Scheme (NILGPS): Local
government pension schemes administered in Northern Ireland.
Because this thesis focuses on the LGPS, the representative funds within the database will be
examined (data on 86 of all 90 LGPS funds; see APPENDIX 1). The database discloses
investments in FF, calculated from the direct equity holdings in the top 200 FF companies as
well as the estimated FF investments in pooled equity funds. With that said, the data does not
include (Fossil Free UK; no date, c):
 Equity in small or medium-sized FF companies;
 Corporate bond holdings in FF companies;
 Funds which co-mingle a proportion of equity holdings with property, bonds and property;
and,
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 Indirect exposure to FF, such as via financing from major banks.
The two largest, intermediate and smallest LGPS funds (on the basis of fund net value; see
APPENDIX 1) were studied in order to have a representative sample. Because these six funds
have not committed to divest, those that have must also be studied to have an objective thesis.
With that said, all six funds that have announced a commitment were also studied. Overall, 12
LGPS funds constitute the study (TABLE 5).
Table 5 - REPRESENTATIVE LGPS CASE STUDY
SUSTAINED FF INVESTMENT
LARGEST

INTERMEDIARY

SMALLEST

FF DIVESTMENT
South Yorkshire Pensions Authority (SYPA)
Environment Agency PF (EAPF)

Greater Manchester PF (GMPF)

Gloucestershire PF (GPF)

Powys PF (PPF)

Southwark PF (SWPF)

West Yorkshire PF (WYPF)

Somerset PF (SPF)

Isle of Wight Council PF (IWCPF)

Hackney PF (HNPF)
Haringey PF (HPF)
Waltham Forest PF (WFPF)

3.2 - Conceptualisation & Operationalization Scheme
3.2.1 - Conceptualisation
As disclosed in the introduction, the thesis aims to fill a gap in knowledge within academic
literature – the role of PFs and carbon transitions (more specifically, the motivations that drive
LGPS funds to sustain or divest their FF investments). Based on the broad notion that is (S)RI
in the world of asset management, the analysis will follow an operationalization scheme. The
scheme embodies a strict process whereby a series of variables (or indicators) define an
indistinct concept and allow for it to be measured empirically. The concept, Sustainable Assets
(SA), has been developed following exploratory literature research (see chapter 2). The notion
that is (S)RI (for instance) was not selected because it does not cover the full load – it
concentrates on investment, and not so much on divestment (focuses on social contentions to
invest). In addition to investment, the aim of the thesis is also to investigate the significance of
stranded assets and the carbon bubble. Therefore, the discussion moves from a social
responsibility angle to the theme that entails both social and financial responsibility, and delves
further beyond investment. With that said, SA has been devised to focus on both social and
financial responsibilities in the practice of both investment and divestment. Overall, the
concept, measured within the dimension of the LGPS, is used to conclude whether the decision
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to sustain or divest FF investments is sustainable in the context of CC and the statutory
requirement to meet PF liabilities.
3.2.2 - Operationalization
To define SA, various indicators (relevant to the concept) are required to analyse the data
collected and link the conclusions drawn to the RQ (Bryman, 2012). These indicators,
identified during the research process (literature review, secondary data analysis, semistructured interviews and online surveys), represent SA and determine whether a relationship
exists between the concept and the representative case study. Overall, these were selected
based on their appropriateness within the chosen case study and are divided into two
categories:
 Responsible FF Investment; and,
 FF Divestment.
The responsible FF investment category comprises all LGPS funds that have not announced a
commitment to divest. Because these are required to disclose their approach to RI and risk
(more specifically, how risk is measured and managed) (see chapter 4), it is expected these
continue to invest in FF but in a responsible manner (expected to manage climate risk in their
investment approach). Overall, RI investment is driven by (PRI; no date, c):
 Recognition in the financial community that ESG factors play a material role in
determining risk and return;
 Understanding that incorporating ESG factors is part of investors‟ fiduciary duty to their
clients and beneficiaries;
 Concern about the impact of short-termism on company performance, investment returns
and market behaviour;
 Legal requirements protecting the long-term interests of beneficiaries and the wider
financial system;
 Pressure from competitors seeking to differentiate themselves by offering responsible
investment services as a competitive advantage;
 Beneficiaries becoming increasingly active and demanding transparency about where and
how their money is being invested;
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 Value-destroying reputational risk from issues such as climate change, pollution, working
conditions, employee diversity, corruption and aggressive tax strategies in a world of
globalisation and social media.
Overall, contrary to divestment, RI does not require the exclusion of investment in any sector
or company. Instead, RI involves the consideration of ESG factors during investment decisionmaking to ensure all relevant factors are accounted for when assessing risk and return.
On the other hand, the FF divestment category simply comprises all LGPS funds that have
announced a commitment to divest from FF. Nevertheless, the same three indicators are used
under both categories to measure SA:
 Governance & investment policy;
 Shareholder & wider engagement; and,
 Inclusion & exclusion.
Governance & Investment Policy
As disclosed above, this indicator is represented under both categories. Remember, the case
study focuses on one PF scheme – the LGPS. Thus, all constituent PFs are governed under the
same regulations, never mind whether these carry out responsible FF investment or FF
divestment. Similarly, because LGPS funds are institutional investors, all adopt investment
policies. The governance component examines the regulations that govern LGPS funds and
determines whether the set of laws influence LGPS funds to carry out RI or divestment. The
investment policy component examines the strategies adopted by the LGPS funds to discern
whether these influence decisions to carry out RI or divestment. Overall, these components will
be examined to conclude the extent to which ESG criteria are taken into account (if at all).
Remember, ESG criteria are considered by responsible investors to better manage risk and
generate sustainable, long-term returns (PRI; no date, c). As you would expect, investors that
divest from unethical companies, industries (e.g. the FF industry) and regions can also be
characterised as responsible investors. ESG factors include the following (FIGURE 5) (PRI;
no date, c):
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Figure 5 (PRI; no date, c) - WHAT DO ESG FACTORS INCLUDE?

ESG criteria embody a multitude of individual factors. Because the thesis focuses on carbon
transitions, the focus is on the CC factor represented under the environmental factor. However,
because there are numerous factors represented under the ESG criteria, climate risk is not
always managed. Unless the reveals that CC is incorporated into investment decisions, it can
only be assumed that the fund‟s investment policy does not comply with the 2°C scenario.
Shareholder & Wider Engagement
Again, the „shareholder & wider engagement‟ indicator is represented under both categories.
Similarly, engagement is not a reserved practice – all LGPS funds are allowed to practice
engagement so long as it does not contradict its fiduciary duties. The shareholder engagement
component involves the collaboration between shareholders and investee company
management to change or influence the way in which that company is run (FIR, 2014). Fund
managers act on behalf of shareholders to encourage positive change (raise awareness of
sustainability, stimulate action and create lasting change) and higher ESG standards through
shareholder activism. There are several „measures‟ that represent shareholder engagement –
engagement during selection process, dialogue with investee companies, use of voting rights,
continuous monitoring of investments, etc. (Tridos Bank, n.d.). When appropriate, the
AODP‟s (Asset Owners Disclosure Project) Global Climate Index will be used to judge the
fund‟s efforts to manage climate risk. Essentially, the Index is the world standard for assessing
the world‟s largest investors on climate-risk management. These are invited to complete a
survey composed of 41 questions that cover (AODP, 2016b):
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 Engagement: The degree to which asset owners transparently disclose information to and
actively engage with the general public and the investment chain: i.e. their members and
stakeholders, investment consultants, asset managers and investee companies.
 Portfolio carbon risk management: How effectively asset owners are measuring,
monitoring and engaging CC risks within their portfolios.
 Low-carbon investment: The extent of any low-carbon investments held by the asset
owner.
However, because the survey was exclusively sent to the world‟s largest long-term investors
(PFs, insurers, etc.) with at least US$2 billion assets under management, not all LGPS funds
participated. Overall, the ratings are based on publicly available information and asset owner
disclosures. The investors‟ answers were used to rank/rate the asset owners to produce the
index. The asset owners are rated from AAA to D (additional X category for those that do
nothing to manage climate risk) (FIGURE 6).
Figure 6 (AODP, 2016b) - AODP RATINGS ON CLIMATE RISK MANAGEMENT

Contrary to shareholder engagement, wider engagement focuses beyond investee companies.
More specifically, wider engagement looks at investor initiatives on CC. There are different
varieties of initiatives that aim to mitigate CC (forums, projects, principles); all of which can be
endorsed by investors. In this context, six have been selected (based on their renown) to
measure wider engagement. These include:
LAPFF Member (LAPFF, 2017):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a member of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum.
 About: The UK‟s leading collaborative shareholder engagement group.
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 Mission: To protect the long-term investment interests of beneficiaries by promoting the
highest standards of corporate governance and corporate responsibility amongst investee
companies.
IIGCC Member (IIGCC, 2013):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a member of the Institutional Investors Group on
Climate Change.
 About: A forum for investors to collaborate on CC.
 Mission: To provide investors with a collaborative platform to encourage public policies,
investment practices, and corporate behaviour that address long-term risks and
opportunities associated with CC.
CDP Endorser (CDP, 2017):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a signatory to the Carbon Disclosure Project.
 About: A not-for-profit charity that runs the global disclosure system for investors,
companies, cities, states and regions to manage their environmental impacts.
 Mission: Focus investors, companies and cities on taking urgent action to build a truly
sustainable economy by measuring and understanding their environmental impact.
Paris Pledge for Action Member (Paris 2015 UN Climate Change Conference, 2015):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a signatory to the Paris Pledge for Action
 About: By joining the pledge, businesses, cities, civil society groups, investors, regions,
trade unions and other signatories promised to ensure that the ambition set out by the Paris
Agreement is met or exceeded to limit global temperature rise to less than 2°C.
UN PRI Endorser (PRI; no date, a):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible
Investment (APPENDIX 2).
 About: The world‟s largest proponent of RI.
 Mission: Works to understand the investment implications of ESG factors and to support its
international network of investor signatories in incorporating these factors into
their investment and ownership decisions.
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GISCC Endorser (Investor Platform for Climate Actions, 2016):
 Discerns whether the LGPS fund is a signatory to the Global Investor Statement on Climate
Change (APPENDIX 3).
 Mission: sets out the contributions that investors can make to increasing low carbon and
climate resilient investments and offers practical proposals on how our contribution may be
scaled up through appropriate government action.
Overall, the shareholder & wider engagement components will be examined to conclude the
extent to which engagement is adopted by LGPS funds to tackle CC (if at all).
Inclusion & Exclusion
Like the indicator above, „inclusion & exclusion‟ is represented under both categories because
these are not reserved practices. Inclusion, also known as positive investing, is the new
generation of SRI. It involves active investment in companies whose mission and impacts are
supported by an investor rather than evading companies that cause harm (Ethex, 2017).
Moreover, positive investing is the backing of companies that pursue social and environmental
benefit (so long as related investments provide financial returns). Overall, the purpose of the
inclusion indicator is to determine the extent to which climate-friendly companies receive
investments (if at all). Contrary to inclusion, exclusion involves the decision not to invest in
companies whose mission and impacts are not supported by an investor (Sievänen & Scholtens,
2013; Kasemir et al., 2001). In the LGPS context, it is unusual for a LGPS fund to exclude a
company based on ethical reasons. Instead, these avoid investing in companies that would cause
financial detriment to the fund. With that said, the purpose of the exclusion indicator is to
determine whether climate-unfriendly companies are excluded from LGPS fund investment
portfolios.
Remember, SA is best defined as a discourse on how institutional investors (including PFs and
the LGPS in particular) proceed at a time when climate mitigation and an energy transition are
required. With that said, FIGURE 7 illustrates the operationalization scheme.
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Figure 7 - OPERATIONALISATION SCHEME

*data collection and data analysis methods are discussed in the subsections 3.3 and 3.4

3.3 - Secondary Data
The secondary data sources compose the body of the discussion. These were used because
(Bryman, 2012):
 Time was extremely limited – not enough time to collect sufficient primary data to base the
entirety of the thesis. Even if we did (master students), the time available to analyse the
data would have been reduced, downgrading the quality of the study.
 Due to the combined lack of time and resources available to us, we are not provided
optimal conditions to produce high-quality datasets.
 It would have been irrational not to use the high-quality datasets available online.
Again, the aim is to distinguish the motivations that drive sustained FF investment, or
divestment. To do so, various secondary data sources were employed to uncover information
relating to the indicators employed in the operationalization scheme. The sources that provide
insight include the following:
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 Government policy documents to discern whether legislation has influence over LGPS
investment and divestment decisions.
 LGPS policy documents that provide a comprehensive overview of the LGPS mechanics.
 LGPS fund documents (annual reports, climate reports, etc.) which provide an overview of
their activities.
 The information made available by the individual campaigns that represent the FFDM.
 The information made available by investor initiatives on CC.
 Web articles published by renowned broadsheet newspapers on the subject of LGPS funds
and CC.
Where applicable, the sources were analysed using the research software „Atlas.ti‟. More
specifically, these were introduced into the software and attributed codes. Codes entail
“common themes, certain repetitions, indigenous typologies or categories, metaphors,
transitions in the topics similarities and differences between segments, missing data […] and
theory related material” (Bernard & Ryan, 2003; 88). Three cycles of coding were exercised
(Bryman, 2012):

1. Open coding was employed to label informative sections with a code (fragments covering
the same theme were attributed the same code.

2. Axial coding was then employed to “create typologies, identify patterns and identify rules”
(Bryman, 2012; 569). The codes used in the first cycle were tested to determine whether
these were adequate and used correctly (if not, additional codes were introduced and the
fragments‟ previous codes were adjusted). Once tested, the fragments labelled under the
same code were aggregated into categories (clusters of codes; representing the
operationalization scheme indicators) to identify patterns.

3. Finally, in the third cycle of coding, the key messages that emerged were identified and
linked to best answer the RQ.

3.4 - Primary Data
Naturally, because qualitative research was conducted, informant confidentiality must first be
addressed to ensure these cannot be identified (Bryman, 2012). Because data protection issues
are taken extremely seriously, appropriate measures were taken. Invitations were voluntary
inquiries; the subjects were invited to offer their informed consent once the researcher had
explained the research and the subjects‟ entitlements as fully as possible. To protect informant
data, Holmes (2004) suggestions were executed:
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 Informants (interviewees or online survey respondents) and their attributed identifier codes
were separated and stored in a secure location, and;
 The transcripts did not include the informants‟ names and were stored in a secure location.
Overall, while the interviewees are referred to by means of their vocation (without mentioning
their employers), the online survey respondents are referred to as a collective and not
individually.
3.4.1 - Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted because:
 These discuss the matter studied from the view of the interviewee, and understand how and
why the informant has come to have this particular view (Cassell & Symon, 2004).
 These are also valuable tools to obtain information about processes and policies (Bryman,
2012).
 These facilitate analysis via the standardization of questions and answers.
Method, Research Sample & Sample Size
The semi-structured interviews demanded information from a purposive sample – a
nonprobability sampling method. This means all contacted individuals were deemed as
valuable contributors to the research (Bryman, 2012). The informants were selected via
criterion sampling. The informants invited to an interview met any of the following criteria:
 The informant is a government official involved in relevant policy-making;
 The informant is a LGPS fund employee and a member of the investment committee;
 The informant is an employee for an investment consultancy institution, and advises LGPS
funds in investment decision-making;
 The informant is an ENGO (environmental non-governmental organization) employee;
 The informant is a member/employee for a FF divestment campaign;
 The informant is an employee for an investor initiative on CC;
 The informant is a journalist with previous publications relating to the subject of LGPS
funds and CC.
If a subject failed to answer, the original email was forwarded with a friendly reminder. In order
to finalise the thesis, this process was repeated until 10 days prior to the deadline. Because few
positive returns were awaited (lack of time, controversial subject), all interviewees were asked,
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via snowball sampling, to recommend additional subjects. Overall, because data saturation was
not expected to be achieved, a fixed number of informants was not predetermined.
Interview Guide & Cyclic Process
An interview guide (APPENDIX 4) that includes a set of predetermined open-ended
questions (representing the operationalization scheme indicators) was employed to administer
the interviews. The guide was employed to ensure all interviews were directed in the same
manner and had a similar context of questioning (Bryman, 2012). As disclosed above, because
the informants have different vocations, the guide was tailored (based on interviewee vocation)
to ensure relevant questions were asked.
Because interviewing is a cyclic process, every interview was transcribed immediately after
completion to ensure the topics and questions overlooked beforehand were addressed in future
interviews (Boeije, 2009). The first several interviews (pilot interviews) were conducted as a
means to discern whether the guide covered all topics of interest. Because additional queries
arose, the guide was repeatedly modified.
Interview Transcription & Analysis
Interviews were not conducted unless the subject provided their consent for its documentation
(via a recording device). The documentation served to:
 Ensure the informant received the fullest attention;
 Allow the interviewer to focus exclusively on the discussion;
 Allow transcription at an ulterior time; and,
 Avoid the distortion of answers.
The interviews were transcribed to identify key themes (relating to the indicators in the
operationalization scheme), and discern the similarities and differences between answers
(Bryman, 2012). Once transcribed, the semi-structured interviews were analysed in the same
manner as the secondary sources (see chapter 3.3).
3.4.2 - Online Survey
An online survey was conducted because:
 These understand what is important to respondents, and provide a description of their
attitudes and behaviours (SnapSurveys, 2012).
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 These are less „intimidating‟ than the alternative face-to-face or telephone surveys. Online
surveys (private survey method) are more likely to provide honest feedback.
 These can be administered quickly – “with just a few simple clicks of your mouse, your
online survey can quickly get into the hands of your respondents” (SnapSurveys, 2013).
 These provide immediate results (can instantly discern those – within the selected sample –
who have and have not complete the survey).
Method, Research Sample & Sample Size
Because one can contend the representative case study cannot provide conclusions for all 90
LGPS funds, a survey was conducted to complete the data. A custom-made, user-friendly and
self-completion questionnaire (using the „Google Forms‟ software) was transmitted as an
„attached email questionnaire‟ (the questionnaire arrives as an attachment to an email that
introduces it) to all LGPS funds embedded the Fossil Free UK database via a FOI request
(Bryman, 2012). The purpose of the online survey was not to demand information concerning
the indicators in the operationalization scheme but to provide general context before diving into
the discussion. The questionnaire is essentially composed of three sections (APPENDIX 5):
Section 1
This section demands Personally Identifiable Information (PII) from the PF:
1. Fund name;
2. Total pension holdings;
3. Total FF holdings;
4. Number of fund members; and,
5. Whether the fund has made a commitment to divest from FF.
Section 2
This section is divided into two subsections which demand explanations for the answer to
question 5 in section 1 (depending on the answer to question 5, the informant is directed to the
relevant subsection):
1. Those that have made a commitment are direction to the first subsection. These are asked
about the extent of divestment, and why the fund has made the commitment.
2. Those that have not made a commitment are directed to the second subsection. These are
asked whether there are plans to divest in the future, and why the fund has not made a
commitment.
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Section 3
This section demands the subject to grade the importance of nine factors on a five-point scale
(see below) to determine their current position on FF investments (inspired by Walsh et al.,
2008). The five-point scale:
1. „Has no importance‟;
2. „Has little importance‟;
3. „Has moderate importance‟;
4. „Has importance‟;
5. „Has extreme importance‟.
The nine factors:
 Advice/assessment from an external fund manager.
 Profitability/share price of the fossil fuel industry.
 Potential exposure of the fossil fuel industry to litigation.
 Anti-fossil fuel views among fund member.
 Anti-fossil fuel views in the general community.
 Anti-fossil fuel views of fund staff.
 Informal position among key management to avoid fossil fuel industry investments, no
formal policy.
 Influence of potential new government controls over fossil fuel in the future.
 Influence of the stranded assets theory.
Like the semi-structured interviews, the online survey demanded information from a purposive
sample. Again, the informants were selected via criterion sampling (LGPS funds embedded in
the Fossil Free UK database). All subjects were sent the questionnaire as soon as the research
proposal was approved. The progress was monitored at an interval of 15 days. Like the semistructured interviews, those that had not completed the survey were forwarded the original
email with a friendly reminder. This process was repeated until 10 days prior to the deadline.
Data Analysis
The questionnaire was tailored to facilitate data analysis (short-answer, multiple-choice and
linear scale questions were used). The data analysis was performed automatically by Google
Forms every time a respondent had submitted their answers. Onwards, the data was also
extracted into an excel file to allow a more in-depth interpretation of the results. More
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specifically, PII was demanded from all informants to allow categorization into groups
(according to size; based on fund net worth, FF investments and fund members). This was done
to discern how results differ in relation to PII variables; for instance, whether FF commitments
(investment or divestment) vary across fund size.

3.5 - Summary
To summarise, due to the limited time available, a representative case study of the LGPS was
established – 12 constituent LGPS funds are studied in total. Following explorative literature
research and in consideration of the case study, a concept (SA) has been developed and will be
measured using three indicators (via the use of an administering operationalization scheme) –
„governance & investment policy‟, „shareholder & wider engagement‟ and „inclusion &
exclusion‟. Finally, three data-collection methods – secondary data collection, semi-structured
interviews and online surveys – have been employed to collect the necessary data to gather
insight to measure SA and best answer the RQ.
Onwards, the two following chapters delve into the analysis. The first provides an overview of
the LGPS mechanics to indirectly explain why a LGPS fund may choose to sustain or divest its
FF investments. The second will focus on the representative case study and underline the
motivations that drive both decisions.
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4. THE LGPS
As disclosed in the introduction, the LGPS is affiliated to the FF industry and has contributed
to the collective problem that is CC. As a result, the UK is not exempt to its impacts. Not only
will the UK suffer from the global impacts, the UK will also experience various impacts at the
national scale. Given the current atmospheric GHG concentrations, warming is destined over
future decades (already a 1°C increase since 1970s) (Grantham Research Institute & Clark,
2013). Even if emissions are drastically reduced, the UK will have to address several
unavoidable impacts. Overall, the Committee on Climate Change (2017) has identified 60
individual risks. The most severe include flood risk, heat waves, water deficits, immediate risks
to wildlife and natural ecosystems, and risks to food production. As demonstrated by FIGURE
8, the risks are spatially distributed across the UK.
Figure 8 (Committee on Climate Change, 2017) - SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE
RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES, UK
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Given the potential severity of future warming, a global response to CC is on the cards. As
disclosed in chapter 2, the response will most likely result in the carbon bubble. Currently, it is
evident the LGPS, as a whole, is unreasonably exposed to carbon-intensive assets and its
approach to investment does not comply with the 2°C scenario (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). The
guilty LGPS funds will suffer financial detriment if these do not revise their approach to
manage climate risk. With that said, via an overview of the scheme mechanics, the aim of this
chapter is to indirectly explain why a LGPS fund may choose to sustain or divest its FF
investments.

4.1 - LGPS Introduction
All in all, the UK‟s PF assets are distributed across different PF schemes within the British
pension system – a system which falls into three distinct structures and seven sub-divisions
(FIGURE 9).
Figure 9 - UK PF SCHEMES

Established by the Superannuation Act 1972, the LGPS is a statutory public service scheme
which falls under the occupational pension pillar (UNISON, 2017). The scheme has over five
million members (contributors, pensioners, and „deferred members‟, i.e. individuals who have
withdrawn themselves, but who will nonetheless receive their benefits come retirement) and
owns assets worth billions of pounds. The members are employees for 12,603 employers that
make payments into the scheme. This includes members in local government, education, police
staff, the voluntary sector, environment agencies and private contractors.
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The scheme is administered via 90 individual PFs (most are run by administering councils).
Contrary to other public sector schemes that obtain their budgets from government subsidies
(raised by taxation), LGPS funds rely on investments in order to finance their liabilities.
Essentially, the step-by-step process of an LGPS fund is illustrated in FIGURE 10.
Figure 10 (UNISON, 2016) - THE LGPS MECHANICS

4.2 - LGPS Administration & Governance
The LGPS is a contributory DB scheme (UNISON, 2016). Because the scheme is stateadministered, scheme rules are created by government (hence the term statutory pension
scheme). While the referendum voted in favour of leaving the EU, the UK will not leave in the
immediate future. With that said, all EU laws and regulations apply in the meantime. The EU
creates directives which require member states to create legislation. The main legislation from
the EU (applicable to the LGPS) is the Institutions for Occupational Retirement Provision
directive (directive 2003/41/EC). The directive aims to ensure protection for future pensioners
and guarantees efficient investments via three rules (EUR-Lex, 2016):
 Strict prudential rules (specifics are to be determined by each EU country) to protect PF
members who must have sufficient information about their entitlements as well as the PF‟s
rules and financial situation.
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 Investment rules must be adapted to the characteristics of the PF and to the efficient
management of savings. Each PF must found the safest and most efficient investment policy
to ensure their long-term investments present the best returns for beneficiaries. With that
said, the investment rules must not be too restrictive.
 Rules permitting PFs‟ cross-border activity, allowing the creation of pan-European PFs.
Cross-border management requires mutual recognition of supervisory methods active in EU
countries.
In consideration of directive 2003/41/EC, the UK parliament has developed legislation for the
LGPS (this includes the main acts and statutory instruments). While the framework is set
nationally, the LGPS is administered at the local level via administering authorities (e.g.
councils) whose responsibility is to manage fund investments within the statutory framework
(UK Parliament, 2016). Overall, parliament created the Public Service Pensions Act 2013 – the
Act allows the Cabinet minister to develop regulations for the creation of pension schemes for
local government workers. Essentially, it underlines the legislative framework for public
service schemes. The following list underlines the in-house governance of any LGPS fund
(Public Services Pensions Act 2013, 2013):
 With respect to Section 3 of the Public Services Pensions Act 2013, every LGPS fund
must delegate at least one „scheme manager‟ responsible for managing/administering the
fund itself, and any connected statutory pension scheme (the scheme manager(s) may in
particular be the responsible authority).
 With respect to Section 5, every LGPS fund must establish a „pension board‟ – made up of
equal representation from employer and member representatives – with the responsibility
for assisting the scheme manager(s).
Moreover, the scheme is administered in accordance with secondary legislation – the Local
Government Pension Scheme Regulations. In late 2015, the Department for Communities and
Local Government (DLCG) published a consultation on proposals to amend the LGPS
Investment Regulations. Three main areas of reform were addressed (UK Parliament, 2016):

 Removing some of the existing prescribed means of securing a diversified investment
strategy and instead placing the onus on authorities to determine the balance of their
investments and take account of risk.
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 The introduction of safeguards to ensure that the more flexible legislation proposed is used
appropriately and that the guidance on pooling of assets is adhered to. This includes a
suggested power to intervene in the investment function of an administering authority when
necessary.
 The third involves statutory guidance to assist administering authorities prepare for the
newly-required Investment Strategy Statements (ISS). The ISS must include (DCLG, 2017;
3):
o A requirement to invest money in a wide variety of investments;
o The authority‟s assessment of the suitability of particular investments and types of
investments;
o The authority‟s approach to risk, including the ways in which risks are to be
measured and managed;
o The authority‟s approach to pooling investments, including the use of collective
investment vehicles and shared services;
o The authority‟s policy on how social, environmental or corporate governance
considerations are taken into account in the selection, non-selection, retention and
realisation of investments; and,
o The authority‟s policy on the exercise of rights (including voting rights) attaching to
investments.
All LGPS funds must now adhere to the LGPS Regulations 2016, the most up-to-date
explanatory memorandum introduced by the DCLG (DCLG, 2016). The LGPS Regulations
2016 (main provisions disclosed in APPENDIX 6) replace the LGPS Regulations 2009 and
provide guidelines relating to the management and investment of PFs under the control of the
administering authorities (required to maintain such funds by LGPS Regulations 2013).
Essentially, the LGPS Regulations 2016 require administering authorities to consider both the
suitability and diversification of its investments and to take appropriate advice in making
decisions concerning the investment matters of the PF in order to achieve their primary
requirement – to obtain sufficient returns to pay all liabilities.

4.3 - LGPS Funding
All current and future scheme members will pay contributions to the LGPS (UNISON, 2017).
The amount varies, but the assumption is that employees contribute approximately one third of
the costs, while the employer supplies the rest. Again, because the LGPS does not receive
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government subsidies, LGPS funds use these contributions to conduct investments in order to
finance their liabilities. Four administrative „costs‟ cover all liabilities (UNISON, 2016; 3):
 Benefits Paid to Members: Pension benefits are the largest cost to the pension fund. The
cost of your benefits can be reduced if the government wants to change them […]. They can
also be increased by agreement if the financial health of the pension fund allows for this and
this is the key point of controlling or reducing costs. If done successfully it‟s a win-win for
both scheme members and employers.
 Administration Costs: Administration costs are the lowest. They can be calculated and
can be reduced or increased. However, savings from administration are much smaller than
the other cost headings and cost reductions could affect the quality of service provided to
scheme members. For example moving from paper based to computer based records.
 Investment Charges: Investments charges, these are usually calculated by giving the fund
manager an upfront percentage of the value of the assets that are managed. Let‟s say the
fund manager is given a contract where the assets managed are worth £50 million and they
charge 1% per year. This means your pension fund will be charged £500,000 and if the price
of the assets increases then the charge increases. So if in year two the assets are now worth
£100million then the fund manager will be paid £1million and may also be due a
„performance bonus‟ because the asset value has gone up.
 Investment Transactions: Investment transactions these costs are often hidden from the
pension fund. It‟s like buying a washing machine for £300 but then not knowing the
additional running costs – but they are still taken from your bank account. The costs are
always linked to the buying and selling of assets that are bought for the pension fund and the
more buying and selling takes place the higher the cost. Every minute we don‟t do
something about it, the pension fund‟s ability to pay pensions gets eroded. Fund managers
and others make money by being obscure and making things hard to understand.
The LGPS is run to reduce these costs to maintain its financial commitment to pay benefits. A
cost-management process has been introduced under the Public Services Pensions Act 2013 to
ensure the sustainability of the LGPS (LGPS, 2016). This guarantees the costs of a fund do not
exceed the fixed parameters. Naturally, the process will most probably have to be revised
should the costs exceed the guidelines.
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4.4 - LGPS Investments
LGPS funds are „buckets‟ that hold both assets and cash, the resources required to pay all
liabilities (UNISON, 2016). The function of a PF is not to maximise returns, but to keep the
bucket full at all times. However, this is a difficult task to achieve in reality. The level varies
due to the four administrative costs and because the economy causes the value of assets to rise
and fall consistently. Thus, a PF must carefully choose an investment strategy and what assets
to invest in based on their risk-return profiles. Because a PF cannot afford to take risks, it is
required to invest any surplus cash (after the collection of contributions and payment of
liabilities) in order to pay pensions in the short, medium and long-term, and keep the bucket
full. To do so, the PF will seek the best return or, at the minimum, set a benchmark return for
each asset class. The PF can employ in-house fund managers; however, most will appoint
external fund managers with expertise in specific asset classes. Overall, the scatter of LGPS
investment across asset classes is demonstrated below (FIGURE 11) (UNISON, 2016):
Figure 11 (UNISON, 2016) - LGPS INVESTMENTS ACROSS ASSET CLASSES
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Investment Styles
There are two methods LGPS funds employ to invest their capital (UNISON, 2016):
 Active management: This entails the continuous buying and selling of assets. The
investment manager will commonly seek to out-perform investment benchmarks.
 Passive management: Contrary to the above, this approach involves very little trading.
Instead, it involves tracking the performance of a market index to base investment decisions.
A passively managed fund is an „index fund‟, designed to follow pre-set rules in order to
track fixed underlying investments.
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Code of Conduct
The PF‟s responsibility for the stewardship of its assets does not cease after they have been
invested in/purchased. First, the Stewardship Code was introduced by the Financial Reporting
Council (FRC; responsible for promoting high quality corporate governance) in 2010. The
Code (a set of principles/guidelines; see APPENDIX 7) incites shareholders to be active asset
owners (UNISON, 2016).
Moreover, LGPS funds are now required to produce an ISS and are expected to review and
renew the document annually. The ISS must include (DCLG, 2017; 3):
 A requirement to invest money in a wide variety of investments;
 The authority‟s assessment of the suitability of particular investments and types of
investments;
 The authority‟s approach to risk, including the ways in which risks are to be measured and
managed;
 The authority‟s approach to pooling investments, including the use of collective investment
vehicles and shared services;
 The authority‟s policy on how social, environmental or corporate government
considerations are taken into account in the selection, non-selection, retention and
realisation of investments; and
 The authority‟s policy on the exercise of rights (including voting rights) attaching to
investments.

4.5 - Discussion
To close, LGPS funds have several requirements when it comes to investment:
 Investments must be conducted for investment purposes only (The Local Government
Pension Scheme Advisory Board, 2014).
 LGPS funds must act in the best interest of scheme members (fiduciary duty) (UK
Parliament, 2016);
 Investment decisions must be made in consideration of the fund‟s statutory requirement –
to achieve a wide variety of suitable investments and do what is best for the financial
position of the fund.
If LGPS funds respect these guidelines, the funds will have sufficient resources to meet their
liabilities when due for payment (UNISON, 2016). Until recently, LGPS funds were allowed to
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conduct any investments (within a diversified portfolio to spread risk) if these met such
requirements (DCLG, 2012). These were permitted, but not required to consider social, ethical
and/or environmental factors in their investment policies (so long as these did not cause
financial detriment to the fund). As a result, due to its attractive risk-return profile, the LGPS
had FF investments worth £12 billion in 2014 (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). However, because
these investments bear financial risks, the government recently announced the LGPS
Investment Regulations would be reformed. LGPS funds are now required to consider all
factors that present a financial impact on the performance of their investments (over the longterm) and reveal their approach to RI and risk in an ISS (more specifically, how risk is
measured and managed) (UK Parliament, 2016). Naturally, this includes climate risk.
Overall, this chapter has touched upon the „governance & investment policy‟ indicator. The
governing regulations require LGPS funds to adopt policies of RI (required to address all risks
in investment decision-making; including CC). The approach to RI is determined by the fund
itself (so long as the approach is in line with the fund‟s statutory requirement) – the LGPS
Investment Regulations do not impose a particular strategy for constituent funds to adopt. With
that said, funds can thus choose whether they wish to divest as part of their investment policy.
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5. LGPS MOTIVATIONS TO SUSTAIN OR DIVEST FOSSIL FUEL
INVESTMENTS
This chapter will underline the motivations that drive LGPS funds to sustain (responsible FF
investment category) or divest (FF divestment category) their FF investments. The discussion
will focus on the representative case study. For a reminder of the funds under examination,
TABLE 6 is provided below. While secondary sources compose much of the discussion, the
interviewee contributions and online survey results will be used as support when appropriate.
Before the motivations are underlined, the Fossil Free UK (n.d.) database will be examined
further. However, albeit the conclusions drawn, remember that the database was only
employed to select the representative case study.
Table 6 - REPRESENTATIVE LGPS CASE STUDY
SUSTAINED FF INVESTMENT (RESPONSIBLE FF INVESTMENT CATEGORY)
LARGEST

INTERMEDIARY

SMALLEST

FF DIVESTMENT (FF DIVESTMENT
CATEGORY)
South Yorkshire Pensions Authority (SYPA)
Environment Agency PF (EAPF)

Greater Manchester PF (GMPF)

Gloucestershire PF (GPF)

Powys PF (PPF)

Southwark PF (SWPF)

West Yorkshire PF (WYPF)

Somerset PF (SPF)

Isle of Wight Council PF (IWCPF)

Hackney PF (HNPF)
Haringey PF (HPF)
Waltham Forest PF (WFPF)

The database was employed because it quantifiably exposes the LGPS to the FF industry (the
only database to do so). Nevertheless, the database does not provide a complete and accurate
representation. This is because:
 It only provides data on the direct equity holdings in the top 200 FF and the estimated FF
investments in pooled equity funds;
 Four LGPS funds were not embedded in the database (unclear why this is the case);
 Some LGPS funds embedded in the database provided limited data (failed to communicate
all their FF investments);
 The database is outdated (made available in 2014).
Given these contentions, the study is considered to be somewhat misleading – the method
employed by Fossil Free UK to calculate FF holdings is questioned by LGPS funds (claimed by
a Strathclyde PF representative). The most fundamental issue is that we lack a definition to
differentiate FF companies from others. While the definition may seem obvious, it is far from
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clear. For instance, Rio Tinto is considered a FF company because it is a coal mining business.
However, because the now-diversified company has sold over US$7 billion of its coal assets
since 2013, coal now represents less than 6% of its annual revenue. Moreover, Rio Tinto has
made considerable efforts to decarbonise in support of the PA. Not only has the company
reduced its GHG emissions by 26% since 2008 (via divestment and the closing of emissionsintensive assets), 68% of its electricity is now created using hydropower (Rio Tinto, n.d). With
that said, how can Rio Tinto be considered a FF company? Sure, many FF companies have
sustained their business-as-usual activities (contrary to Rio Tinto). This is particularly true for
less renowned and smaller companies. These may not be scrutinised to the same extent (do not
receive the same pressure to divest/decarbonise) and may not have the resources to green their
activities. However, many „FF‟ companies have made efforts similar to Rio Tinto. Overall, the
Fossil Free UK study fails to:


Understand that many of the FF companies held also have significant renewable energy
operations (Strathclyde PF‟s carbon audit revealed that its investments in the FF industry
were not the fund‟s most carbon-intensive holdings).



Acknowledge the rapid pace of transition in the energy space; and,



Acknowledge the change currently underway in the operations and asset base of companies
classed as „FF‟.

In consideration of the above, is the Fossil Free UK database reliable, and is it best to focus on
FF investments if we are to effectively tackle CC?
Even if the answer to the two-part question is „no‟, LGPS funds continue to invest in the FF
industry because of its attractive risk-return profile. Because the 2°C scenario requires a carbon
transition, these funds must revise their approach to investment. However, only 6/90 LGPS
funds have announced a commitment to divest from FF thus far. Sure, LGPS funds have
different histories and thus have different funding and investment policies. However, because
these are governed under the same legal framework, it is important to discern the motivations
that drive a divestment commitment, or the lack of one.

5.1 - Sustained Investments in FF
This subsection will discuss the funds that have not announced a committed to divest from FF
(responsible FF investment category). Before the case study is disclosed, the online survey
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results are discussed to provide context (the results are discussed in this subsection because all
respondents confirmed they had not committed to divest).
5.1.1 - Online Survey Results
Overall, the response rate was low despite the measures employed (see chapter 3.4). Only 8 of
the 86 LGPS funds (embedded in the Fossil Free UK database) that received a FOI request
completed the questionnaire (8/86 = 9.3%). The conceivable reasons for the abstention include
the following:


The topic‟s controversy. As disclosed on the GOV.UK website (government services and
information), “an organization could refuse your [FOI] request if the information is
sensitive” (GOV.UK, n.d.).



The subjects did not have sufficient time to respond (supported directly via two LGPS
funds).

However, because the subjects were attributed over two months to respond and the
questionnaire was tailored to ensure completion would not exceed 5-10 minutes, the conditions
were more than satisfactory. Nevertheless, given the contributions‟ repetitiveness, the few
results could be universalized nonetheless.
Overall, all decisions are made in consideration of their statutory requirement. Thus, all funds
seek an appropriate risk-adjusted return on investments via a diversified portfolio. While CC is
not addressed in their publications, these claim they have considered climate risk. All 8 have
quantified or were in the process of quantifying their portfolio‟s carbon risk exposure. These
have not committed to divest as a result; however, some have revised their approach to RI as a
direct consequence. Because they consider divestment as a blunt instrument, the funds have
adopted policies of shareholder engagement to ensure their investee companies possess
sustainable business models which manage climate risk.
The funds were also asked to grade the importance of nine factors to determine their current
position on FF investments (TABLE 7). Because grading is not entirely evidence-based, the
funds‟ contributions are – to some extent – subjective. Moreover, considering the few
contributions, the results may be heavily biased. Again, due to the few contributions, the
interpretation using PII failed to provide valuable conclusions. Overall, the conclusions drawn
are as follows:
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 Most LGPS funds (75%) rely on the assessment of external fund managers who offer
professional advice on current markets. These have recommended investments into FF
because of their profitability (the share price of the industry is considered by 87.5% to have
importance at the least).
 The factor that is litigation provoked mixed judgement – there is no clear conclusion on the
importance of future lawsuits against the FF industry. This is an intriguing result. Given the
threat presented by CC, we can expect global leaders to introduce plans to meet the 2°C
scenario sooner rather than later. The FF industry will most likely be subject to class-action
lawsuits, resulting in the materialisation of the carbon bubble.
 The views of fund members, fund staff, and the general community can be analysed
collectively. All three factors are considered to have moderate importance at the most
when making FF investments. LGPS funds do not consider „opinions‟ and only act in
consideration of their legal requirements (see chapter 4). LGPS funds will not conduct
investment/divestment solely because of social, ethical or environmental reasons; instead,
all decisions are made in the best interest of the fund‟s financial position.
 The possible introduction of government controls over the FF industry is considered by
75% to have moderate importance at the least. This makes sense. While a lawsuit may not
materialise, government controls are incontestable and must be respected. With that said,
because LGPS funds monitor how the global response to CC evolves, these will act
accordingly before the risks cause financial detriment to the fund.
 Finally, the risk associated with stranded assets is considered by 75% to have moderate
importance at the most. This is certainly because the accumulated divestment commitments
have not sufficiently devaluated FF assets thus far. Overall, the profitability of the FF
industry remains attractive to LGPS funds and appears to be prioritised over the need to
mitigate the risks presented by CC. This conclusion is reflected by the low number of
commitments to divest from FF.
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Table 7 - LGPS FUND GRADINGS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS DETERMINING THEIR
CURRENT FOSSIL FUEL INVESTMENTS
Factor

Advice/assessment from an
external fund manager.
Profitability/share price of
the fossil fuel industry.

No

Little

Moderate

Important

Extreme

Importance

Importance

Importance

(%)

Importance

(%)

(%)

(%)

25

-

25

12.5

37.5

-

-

12.5

50

37.5

12.5

12.5

25

50

-

12.5

37.5

50

-

-

37.5

37.5

25

-

-

75

25

-

-

-

87.5

-

12.5

-

-

12.5

-

50

25

12.5

25

12.5

37.5

25

-

(%)

Potential exposure of the
fossil

fuel

industry

to

litigation.
Anti-fossil fuel views among
fund member.
Anti-fossil fuel views in the
general community.
Anti-fossil fuel views of fund
staff.
Informal position among key
management to avoid fossil
fuel industry investments, no
formal policy.
Influence of potential new
government controls over
fossil fuel in the future.
Influence of the stranded
assets theory.
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5.1.2 - Case Study: Responsible FF Investment
The six funds selected using the Fossil Free UK (n.d.) database did not include a committed
LGPS fund (TABLE 8).
Table 8 - REPRESENTATIVE LGPS CASE STUDY: SUSTAINED FF INVESTMENTS
LARGEST
INTERMEDIARY
SMALLEST
Greater Manchester PF (GMPF)
West Yorkshire PF (WYPF)

Gloucestershire PF (GPF)
Somerset PF (SPF)

Powys PF (PPF)
Isle of Wight Council PF (IWCPF)

First, TABLE 9 provides a concise overview for each LGPS fund and their respective
involvement towards CC:
 The first three elements include (data from Fossil Free UK database):
o LGPS rank (based on net fund worth);
o Net fund worth; and,
o FF investments (total, direct and indirect investments).
 The „Divestment Commitment‟ and „Addresses CC‟ elements are straightforward – while
the former discerns whether the LGPS fund has made a commitment to divest its FF assets,
the latter discerns whether the fund addresses the ESG factor that is CC.
 The six final elements represent different investor initiatives on CC (see chapter 3.2).
Remember, these serve to measure the funds‟ wider engagement.
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CDP Endorser

Paris Pledge for Action Member

PRI Endorser

GISCC Endorser

Total Fossil Fuel Investments (RED)
Direct Investments (BLUE)
Indirect Investments (GREEN)
*DATA FROM 2013/2014

Net Fund Worth at 31st March
2014 (to the Nearest £10 Million)

IIGCC Member

IWCPF
(86th)

LAPFF Member

PPF
(85th)

SPF
(44th)

£1,304 million (9.81%)
£1,057 million (7.95%)
£247.1 million (1.85%)
£670.8 million (6.46%)
N/A*
£670.8 million (6.46%)
£110.1 million (7.30%)
N/A*
£110.1 million (7.30%)
£121.5 million (8.25%)
£115.4 million (7.83%)
£6.100 million (0.41%)
£23.20 million (5.00%)
N/A*
£23.20 million (5.00%)
£25.60 million (5.78%)
N/A*
£25.60 million (5.78%)

Addresses CC

INTERMEDIARY
LGPS FUNDS

GPF
(43rd)

WYPF
(2nd)


£13.28 billion 


£10.37 billion 


£1.51 billion 


£1.47 billion 


£460 million 


£440 million 


Divestment Commitment

LARGEST LGPS
FUNDS

GMPF
(1st)

SMALLEST LGPS
FUNDS

LGPS Fund Name and LGPS Rank
(Based on Net Fund Worth)

Table 9 - CASE STUDY SUMMARY (SUSTAINED FF INVESTMENT)

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

X

X

X

X

✓

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

✓

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

✓

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Key: Fossil Free UK study (no date, c) failed to collect direct equity holdings data*

Overall, never mind the size of the fund and its total FF investments, neither has announced a
commitment to divest. All LGPS funds are now required to consider ESG factors in their
respective ISS (UK Parliament, 2016). These are more or less addressed in one form or
another. Naturally, the extent of commitment lowers with fund size. This is not necessarily
because these lack ambition; instead, it is because smaller funds tend to have smaller in-house
teams (fewer resources available). Remember, when an investor takes ESG factors into
account, it does not necessarily mean CC is considered. Essentially, ESG factors are examined
by investors to measure the sustainability of an investment. These represent (Investopedia,
2017b):
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 The environmental criteria looks at how a company performs as a steward of the natural
environment;
 The social criteria looks at how a company manages relationships with its employees,
suppliers, customers and the communities where it operates.
 The governance criteria deals with the company‟s leadership, executive pay, audits and
internal controls, and shareholder rights.
Because the thesis focuses on carbon transitions, the focus is on CC (represented under the
environmental factor). Nevertheless, the breadth of concerns under the environmental factor is
vast – e.g. waste, pollution, natural resource conservation and so on. Thus, when an investor
addresses ESG factors, it could be any individual concern under any of the three factors. With
that said, that is why the element specifies CC and not ESG factors in general.
While these have not committed to divest, GMPF and WYPF manage climate risk nonetheless
(the four others do not mention CC in their publications). This is the first valuable conclusion
drawn – not all uncommitted funds are inactive towards CC. These do not practice divestment
and exclusion but seek to reduce their portfolios‟ carbon exposure through shareholder
engagement, positive investing (inclusion) and/or green investments (investments that support
or provide climate-friendly products and practices). Moreover, like ESG factors, wider
engagement lowers with fund size. With the exception of GMPF and WYPF, the four others
have only engaged with the LAPFF (this statement does not serve to discredit the initiative).
With that said, although the LAPFF focuses on numerous ESG factors, CC was by far the
largest individual engagement topic (LAPFF, 2016).
Overall, only the larger funds (GMPF and WYPF) manage climate risk. Contrary to the four
others, these can be characterised as responsible FF investors. However, we must not overlook
the fact that GMPF and WYPF have much larger investments in FF (as of 2014) and thus
contribute more to CC. Nevertheless, at least these have introduced CC policy into their
investment approach. Whether these address the risk effectively is another question. As for the
other funds, while these discuss an approach to RI, these do not address climate risk
specifically in their ISS. It is unclear why this is the case. We can only assume these „hide‟
behind their fiduciary duties. In this context however, sustained FF investment opposes such
duties. Nevertheless, these have communicated several reasons to justify the decision not to
divest:
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 Because their investment policies state that financial returns are the primary objective, FF
divestment would not conform to such policies (Williams, 2015). Remember, the objective
is to make investments for investment purposes only.
 Values-based divestment is in conflict with fiduciary duties if the decision risks financial
detriment to the fund. Moreover, because climate risk is not too great at this moment in
time, these do not feel the need to divest/decarbonise. However, many have identified CC
as a systemic risk and will act accordingly when appropriate.
 Given the importance of the FF sector in the current economy, its exclusion from the
portfolio would massively hinder the fund‟s ability to meet its statutory requirement
(Lokhandwala, 2015). Moreover, exclusion would reduce portfolio diversification.
 FF divestment has been ruled out due to the costs associated with such a move (too costly
to unload all FF stocks) (Williams, 2015).
 What other profitable sectors would allow portfolio diversification if the fund were to
reinvest its FF investments?
 FF divestment cannot prevent CO2 emissions. Divestment results in shares being purchased
by other investors who may be less concerned about CC and less inclined to engage with
management (Williams, 2015). It can help reduce climate risk for individual investors but is
unlikely to reduce emissions overall.
 The FFDM fails to acknowledge (Strathclyde PF representative):
o That many FF investee companies hold significant renewable energy operations;
o The rapid pace of transition in the energy space; and,
o The change currently underway in the operations and asset base of companies
classed as „FF‟.
To better understand the involvement of each individual fund, this subsection offers a detailed
overview for each LGPS fund.
Greater Manchester Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, GMPF had £1.304 billion (nearest million) worth of FF investments,
equal to 9.87% of all investments (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). TABLE 10 below underlines all
GMPF direct equity holdings in FF (equal to £1.057 billion, or 7.95% of net fund worth). The
indirect investments in pooled funds constitute the remaining £247 million. Before we
continue, it must be said that pooled funds are the aggregated funds from many individual
investors (Investopedia, 2017d). These investors benefit from economies of scale (lower
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trading costs per dollar of investment) and diversification. However, because the investors also
benefit from professional money management, these cannot demand the exclusion of particular
investments within pooled funds (e.g. FF holdings). Thus, institutional investors (including
LGPS funds) do not have control over their investments in pooled funds.
Table 10 (Fossil Free UK; no date, c) - GMPF FOSSIL FUEL EQUITIES 2014
Company

Assets (£) Company

Assets (£) Company

Assets (£)

BP Global**

272,285,100

Tullow Oil**

9,426,700

Devon Energy**

283,600

Royal Dutch Shell**

261,216,200

Cenovus Energy**

8,967,600

Freeport-McMoRan**

273,100

Rio Tinto*

170,539,900

JX Holdings**

6,175,300

Marathon Oil**

258,200

ANGLO American*

66,300,000

AGL Energy*

5,443,100

Apache Corporation**

192,800

Glencore Xstrata*

57,427,900

Wesfarmers*

5,423,600

Occidental Petroleum**

177,900

Mitsubishi*

35,396,100

EOG Resources**

4,071,309

Sinopec**

157,400

GDF Suez**

25,762,800

Suncor Energy**

3,535,900

ConocoPhillips**

124,800

Oil Search**

20,442,000

Total**

3,113,800

BASF**

116,800

Chevron Corporation**

19,321,700

Vale*

2,214,000

ENI**

18,097,500

Santos Limited**

1,979,200

Marubeni*

14,240,100

Noble Energy**

1,508,200

BHP Billiton***

10,946,900

Statoil**

1,204,800

Itochu*

10,322,000

Repsol**

457,800

RWE***

9,765,800

Petrobras**

446,900

ExxonMobil**

9,138,300

Teck Resources*

288,900

Key: Coal*; Oil&Gas**; Coal/Oil&Gas***

There is no evidence in any GMPF publication to confirm the fund has made a commitment to
divest from FF (nor is a commitment discussed in media). Moreover, the petition that calls on
GMPF to divest suggests the fund has chosen to sustain its FF investments and has not made
sufficient efforts to address climate risk. The petition demands GMPF to make a public
divestment statement committing to (Fossil Free UK; no date, a):
 Immediately freeze any new investments in FF companies;
 Divest from any company which is involved in the exploration or production of coal and
unconventional oil or gas within two years, and from all FF companies within five years.
 Work with the Greater Manchester Combined Authority to develop and fund a low-carbon
investment programme for Greater Manchester.
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Nevertheless, Councillor Kieran Quinn (the Chair) claims CC has been identified as a
fundamental threat (GMPF, 2015). The fund is aware of the: 1) risks burdened on its
investments, and 2) the resources required to finance the carbon transition and adapt to the
unavoidable CC impacts. The International Energy Agency (IEA) claims US$1.25 billion
worth of clean energy investments are required every year (until 2050 at the least) to comply
with the 2°C scenario. As of 2015 however, investments were equal to $250 million, far from
the sum necessary. GMPF thus calls on governments to provoke increased investments via
more ambitious political action and the reform of deficient climate policies. In the meanwhile,
GMPF is working hard to carry out an orderly transition to a low-carbon economy.
Nevertheless, GMPF reminds us that all LGPS funds must nonetheless ensure they adhere to
UNISON‟s (trade union) instructions (GMPF, 2015):
 The first duty of the LGPS is to pay the members‟ pension benefits when they retire;
 Divesting of carbon assets without having found adequate renewable investment returns
would create huge economic uncertainty; and,
 It would be irresponsible to begin any programme of disinvestment in FF that threatened in
any way the ability of the funds to pay people‟s pensions.
Never mind these instructions, Quinn has reassured those concerned (GMPF, 2015):
We will continue to challenge our Fund Managers, asking the difficult questions that
others may shy away from. We will satisfy ourselves that they are making decisions for
the long term benefit of the Fund. We will also continue to work with the LAPFF to
engage directly with companies on CC, and to push for greater disclosure and
transparency around companies‟ business models. By working together, LGPS funds can
wield greater influence and can, as a group, build on our strength of adapting and evolving
our approach, not in the interests of making a „quick buck‟, but in order to secure the
prosperity of our beneficiaries in the long term.
The SRI section within the GMPF ISS confirms the fund takes CC into account and will apply
measures where appropriate (APPENDIX 8) (GMPF, 2017). GMPF will employ its voice as a
shareholder “to engage with companies to effect positive change, rather than divesting from
companies and passing the problem on to somebody else, who may not share our commitment
to RI” (GMPF, 2016). Nevertheless, the fund claims it may choose to actively invest/disinvest
from companies for social, ethical or environmental reasons, so long as the decisions do not
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present financial detriment to fund (GMPF, 2017). GMPF is an asset owner/manager that will
continue to push companies to adopt business models compatible with a 2°C scenario and an
orderly transition to a low-carbon economy (GMPF, 2016). Furthermore, because CC provides
new opportunities, GMPF has invested millions of pounds directly into renewable energy
technologies in 2016. Not only will green investments help tackle CC, these will help provide
pensions for its members over future decades. To demonstrate its efforts to manage climate
risk, GMPF was ranked 47th/500 worldwide and was attributed a „BBB‟ rating by the AODP in
2017 (AODP, 2016a). Because the fund is within the top 10% surveyed, it has been attributed
the „challenger‟ status. Remember, the AODP Global Climate Index is the world standard for
assessing the world‟s largest investors on climate-risk management.
West Yorkshire Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, WYPF had £670.8 million (nearest hundred thousand) worth of FF
investments, equal to 6.46% of all investments (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). Unlike GMPF,
WYPF‟s direct equity holdings in FF were not disclosed because the fund did not contribute
data. This could mean that WYPF had no equity holdings in FF at the time. However, this is not
the case. As reported in its „equity investments by industry at 31st March 2014‟ table, WYPF
had investments in three FF industries (WYPF, 2014). This is still the case (TABLE 11).
Moreover, WYPF still has investments in FF companies ranked within the fund‟s 20 largest
equity holdings (TABLE 12).
Table 11 (WYPF, 2014 & 2016b) - UK EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRIES AT
31 MARCH 2014 AND 31 MARCH 2016
31 March 2014

Oil & Gas Producers
Oil Equipment & Services
Mining
Total

Book Cost
£Million
%
262.9
13.7
12.3
0.6
150.7
7.9
425.9
22.2

Number of
Companies
18
7
16
41
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31 March 2016
Book Cost
£Million
%
260.2
12.5
13.5
0.6
137.4
6.6
411.1
19.7

Number of
Companies
17
6
15
38
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Table 12 (WYPF, 2014 & 2016b) - FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES WITHIN THE TWENTY LARGEST
HOLDINGS AT 31 MARCH 2014 AND 31 MARCH 2016
31 March 2014

British Petroleum (BP)
Royal Dutch Shell
Rio Tinto
BHP Billiton
BG Group
National Grid
Total

Market Value
(£Million)

% of Total
Investment

207.1
171.5
94.5
81.0
73.8
60.2
688.1

2.0
1.7
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
6.7

31 March 2016
Top
20
Rank
1
3
7
11
12
18

Market Value
(£Million)

% of Total
Investment

146.2
112.6
46.9
68.1
373.8

1.3
1.0
0.4
0.6
3.3

Top
20
Rank
1
5
18
N/A
N/A
15

There was no evidence in any WYPF publication to confirm the fund has made a commitment to
divest from FF (nor is a commitment discussed in media). While the tables demonstrate FF
investment has been reduced, this does not necessarily mean the fund has divested its assets (the
fund has most likely decarbonised its portfolio). Moreover, the petition that calls on WYPF to
divest suggests the fund has chosen to sustain its FF investments and has not made sufficient
efforts to address climate risk. The petition calls on WYPF to make a public divestment
statement committing to (Fossil Free UK; no date, a):
 Immediately freeze any new investment in the top 200 publicly-traded FF companies with
largest know carbon reserves;
 Divest from direct ownership and any commingled funds that include fossil fuel public
equities and corporate bonds in the top 200 list and shift these funds to lower risk, ethical
investments within 5 years;
 Advocate to other PFs, including members of the LAPFF and LGPS to do the same.
 To do the above in a timely manner.
Nevertheless, Rodney Barton (the Director) claims CC has been addressed since the 1990s,
requiring its investee companies to demonstrate how they plan to tackle the issue (Mason,
2016). Nevertheless, WYPF recently stated it would not divest in the immediate future. Barton
claims the long-term performance of the fund‟s FF holdings has been “robust, resilient and
consistently strong” (Mason, 2016). It is clear WYPF is better-off nowadays because of its FF
investments over the last 30 years (equivalent to £4 million per annum). Overall, Barton claims
WYPF cannot afford to exclude the FF sector and sell valuable shareholdings. With that said,
the investment managers must ensure the portfolio is balanced and has no exposure to undue
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risks. Barton confirmed the fund would divest should it be suitable to do so. Amid concern
from scheme members, the WYPF communicated the following (at its annual meeting with
fund member representatives in 2016) (WYPF, 2016a):
West Yorkshire Pension Fund is satisfied that it is taking, and will continue to take,
sufficient action to protect the value of its assets in the context of climate risk. Its
investment managers monitor and take account of new research and information as it
comes into the public domain, which is demonstrated by a range of investments in the
fossil free power generation and modern power management technologies.
The fund is confident it is employing all possible measures to address climate risk. As
disclosed in its ISS (APPENDIX 9), WYPF has identified the risk associated with CC, and will
continually measure its portfolio‟s carbon exposure and reduce that exposure over time
(WYPF, n.d.). WYPF has chosen not to divest, but to adopt the policy of shareholder
engagement instead (WYPF, 2016a). The fund will push FF companies to revise their business
models to ensure these are compatible with the 2°C scenario. Similar to GMPF, WYPF will
continue to actively invest in low-carbon technologies when suitable opportunities arise (green
investment) to provoke a move toward a low-carbon economy (WYPF, n.d.). To demonstrate
its efforts to manage climate risk, WYPF was ranked 146th/500 worldwide and was attributed a
„D‟ rating by the AODP in 2017 (AODP, 2016a). Because the fund is within the top 50%
surveyed, it has been attributed the „bystander‟ status. While the fund has made efforts to
manage climate risk, the AODP claims WYPF‟s approach is insufficient.
Gloucestershire Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, GPF had £110.1 million (nearest hundred thousand) worth of FF
investments, equal to 7.30% of all investments (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). Like WYPF, GPF‟s
direct equity holdings in FF were not disclosed. This could mean that GPF had no equity
holdings in FF at the time. However, this is not the case. As reported in its „UK Equities
Analysis at 31st March 2014‟, GPF had £48.4 million worth of investments in the Oil & Gas
industry (Gloucestershire Local Government Pension Fund, 2014). The fund stated it had not
made a commitment to divest via its online survey response. GPF confirmed it still had £24
million in the Oil & Gas industry (at 31st March 2017). Unlike GMPF and WYPF, no petition
calls on Gloucestershire to divest its FF investments. However, this does not mean the fund has
made sufficient efforts to address the climate risk presented by its FF investments.
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A militant for 350.org (international environmental organisation) contends the fund‟s FF
investments not only contribute to the detrimental effects of CC, these also present financial
risks to the members‟ pensions (Pitts, 2015). A spokesman for the Gloucestershire County
Council replied; “the fund has a legally enforceable duty to maximise investment returns,
otherwise taxpayers risk having to make up the difference” (Pitts, 2015). Moreover, GPF only
makes investment decisions once it receives specialist advice from professional investment
managers.
As disclosed in its ISS, the fund understands that ESG factors can influence long-term
investment performance and the ability to achieve sustainable returns (GPF, 2017). However,
climate risk is not addressed. The fund‟s approach to RI can be considered in two areas (GPF,
2017; 8):


Sustainable investment/ESG factors: Considering the financial impact of ESG factors on
its investments (does not take non-financial factors into account).



Stewardship and governance: Acting as responsible and active investors/owners, through
considered voting of shares, and encouraging its investment managers to engage with
investee company management as part of the investment process.

Contrary to GMPF and WYPF, GPF‟s approach to RI is vague in comparison and far less
developed. Moreover, in comparison, GPF is not particularly active when it comes to climate
initiatives. Overall, because the fund does not mention climate risk (let alone the 2°C scenario)
in its approach to RI, we can only assume the fund chooses to ignore CC. With that said, GPF
does not classify as a responsible FF investor and would most likely be attributed the X rating
by the AODP.
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Somerset Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, SPF had £121.5 million (nearest hundred thousand) worth of FF
investments, equal to 8.25% of all investments (Fossil Free UK; no date, c). TABLE 13 below
underlines all SPF direct equity holdings in FF (equal to £115.4 million, or 7.83% of net fund
worth). The indirect investments in pooled funds constitute the remaining £6.1 million.
Table 13 (Fossil Free UK; no date, c) - SPF FOSSIL FUEL EQUITIES 2014
Company

Assets (£) Company

Assets (£) Company

Royal Dutch Shell**

22,861,500

ConocoPhillips**

1,446,500

BP Global**

16,492,600

Total**

1,348,700

Rio Tinto*

12,587,600

Santos Limited**

1,345,500

BHP Billiton***

9,648,700

BASF**

1,239,400

Glencore Xstrata*

7,318,600

Woodside Petroleum**

1,016,200

BG Group**

7,241,400

CLP Holdings*

789,800

ExxonMobil**

6,981,500

ENI**

762,300

ANGLO American*

6,061,100

Noble Energy**

587,200

Chevron Corporation**

3,658,800

Linn Energy**

562,300

Tullow Oil**

3,178,200

Alcoa*

489,200

Wesfarmers*

1,579,800

Petrobras**

457,900

RWE***

1,568,100

Repsol**

441,600

GDF Suez**

1,561,100

Itochu*

387,800

Mitsubishi*

1,453,000

FirstEnergy*

371,700

Occidental Petroleum**

1,450,800

Statoil**

283,300

Oil Search**

Assets (£)
267,300

Key: Coal*; Oil&Gas**; Coal/Oil&Gas***

There was no evidence in any SPF publication to confirm the fund has made a commitment to
divest from FF (nor is a commitment discussed in media). Moreover, the petition that calls on
SPF to divest suggests the fund has chosen to sustain its FF investments and has not made
sufficient efforts to address its FF investments. The petition demands SPF to make a public
divestment statement committing to (Fossil Free UK; no date, a):


Immediately freeze any new investments in FF;



Divest from direct ownership, co-mingled funds, public equities and corporate bonds that
include FF within 5 years.
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Like GPF, SPF most likely discusses its fiduciary duty to warrant its lack of action on CC
(Somerset County Council Pension Fund, 2017). Because the fundamental objective is to
achieve the best possible financial returns for its members, all other considerations are
secondary. With that said, the Social, Environmental and Corporate Governance Policy section
within the SPF ISS confirms the fund accounts for ESG concerns and will apply measures
where appropriate (APPENDIX 10). The fund routinely assesses the extent to which it wishes
to account for ESG in its investment policies. The policy is to pursue shareholder engagement
to effect change, rather than divestment. However, climate risk is not addressed. While the fund
aims to be a responsible investor that makes investments which contribute to the long-term
sustainable success of the global economy, it does not take CC into account. Similar to GPF,
because SPF is not particularly active when it comes to climate initiatives and does not mention
climate risk (let alone the 2°C scenario) in its approach to RI, we can only assume the fund
chooses to ignore CC. With that said, SPF does not classify as a responsible FF investor and
would most likely be attributed the X rating by the AODP.
Powys Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, PPF had £23.2 million (nearest hundred thousand) worth of FF
investments, equal to 5% of all investments – the fewest among all LGPS funds (Fossil Free
UK; no date, c). Like WYPF and GPF, PPF‟s direct equity holdings in FF were not disclosed.
This could mean that PPF had no direct equity holdings in FF at the time. It is unclear whether
this is the case. However, because equity investments constitute a considerable share of the
portfolio, while a supposition, you would expect a proportion to be FF-related.
There was no evidence in any PPF publication to confirm a commitment had been made (nor is a
commitment discussed in media). Like GPF, no petition calls on the PPF to divest its FF
investments. However, this does not mean the fund has made sufficient efforts to address the
climate risk presented by its FF investments.
The SRI section in the PPF‟s ISS is extremely brief (APPENDIX 11) (PPF, 2017). The section
discloses that the fund‟s investment managers have been delegated the responsibility to select,
retain and realise investments. The fund‟s policy is to invest its assets using both active and
passive management. While the managers responsible for the fund‟s actively-managed assets
are expected to account for social, environmental and ethical concerns, those responsible for the
fund‟s passively-managed assets are not. Again, climate risk is not addressed. Overall, the same
conclusion is drawn. Similar to GPF and SPF, because PPF is not particularly active when it
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comes to climate initiatives and does not mention climate risk (let alone the 2°C scenario) in its
approach to RI, we can only assume the fund chooses to ignore CC. Likewise, PPF does not
classify as a responsible FF investor and would most likely be attributed the X rating by the
AODP.
Isle of Wight Council Pension Fund
As of 31st March 2014, IWCPF had £25.6 million (nearest hundred thousand) worth of FF
investments, equal to 5.78% of the net fund worth (Fossil Free UK, n.d.). Like WYPF, GPF and
PPF, IWCPF‟s direct equity holdings in FF were not disclosed. This could mean that IWCPF
had no direct investments in FF at the time. However, this is not the case. As disclosed via its
Report & Accounts, Royal Dutch Shell (£9.9 million) and British Petroleum (£8.4 million) both
represented more than 5% of their asset class (Oil & Gas investments) (IWCPF, 2014). If the
Royal Dutch Shell investment was worth 10.1% of the asset class, the fund had approximately
£98.2 million worth of FF investments at 31st March 2014. Remember, the difference between
the numbers (£25.6 million and £98.2 million) is because the database does not include all FF
investments (see chapter 3.1). The fund still has direct investments in FF. At 31st March 2016,
Royal Dutch Shell (£6.1 million) was worth 6.5% of the asset class (IWCPF, 2016). Therefore,
IWCPF had approximately £93.8 million worth of FF investments at 31st March 2016.
There was no evidence in any IWCPF publication to confirm the fund has made a commitment
to divest from FF (nor is a commitment discussed in media). Like GPF and PPF, no petition calls
on the IWCPF to divest its FF investments. However, this does not mean the fund has made
sufficient efforts to address the climate risk presented by its FF investments.
Because the fund recognises that ESG factors can influence the sustainability of investment
returns over the long-term, IWCPF will account for such factors, where applicable, when
selecting investments for purchase, retention or sale (IWCPF, 2017). The fund believes its
influence as a shareholder would be hindered if it were to conduct divestment. Instead, IWCPF
believes it is best to adopt policies of shareholder engagement to influence behaviour and
enhance its value as a shareholder. However, the fund is aware it possesses the right to divest
when: 1) all other approaches fail, 2) the investment is no longer in line with the fund‟s interests,
and 3) the investment presents a material financial risk. The Environmental, Social and
Corporate Governance Policy section within the IWCPF ISS confirms the fund accounts for
ESG factors and will apply measures where appropriate (APPENDIX 12). However, like GPF,
SPF and PPF, climate risk is not addressed. Again, because IWCPF is not particularly active
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when it comes to climate initiatives and does not mention climate risk (let alone the 2°C
scenario) in its approach to RI, we can only assume the fund chooses to ignore CC. Likewise,
IWCPF does not classify as a responsible FF investor and would most likely be attributed the X
rating by the AODP.
5.1.3 - Discussion
Overall, as disclosed in the LGPS Investment Regulations 2016, all constituent funds are
required to disclose their approach to RI and risk in an ISS. While all funds address ESG
factors in their investment policies, this does not necessarily mean climate risk is managed. Of
the six LGPS funds discussed in this subsection, only GMPF and WYPF address CC
(respectively awarded the BBB and D ratings in the AODP Global Climate Index). With that
said, this conclusion indicates that uncommitted funds are not inactive towards CC. These do
not conduct FF exclusion or divestment, but seek to reduce their portfolio‟s carbon exposure
through shareholder engagement, positive investing (inclusion) and/or green investment (so
long as these provide competitive financial returns). GMPF and WYPF have recognised the
financial risks presented by CC and will push their investee companies to revise their business
models to ensure these are compatible with the 2°C scenario. These efforts demonstrate that
investors are not necessarily required to divest. Accordingly, all six funds have rejected
recommendations to divest. Several motivations drive this decision:
 FF divestment does not comply with investment policies – financial returns are the
predominant concern (to ensure sufficient funds are available to meet liabilities).
 The exclusion of FF would massively hinder a fund‟s ability to meet its liabilities.
 FF divestment is too costly.
 No alternative profitable sectors to reinvest into.
 FF divestment cannot prevent CO2 emissions – divestment results in shares being
purchased by other investors.
 Why divest from FF companies that have revised their business models to become more
sustainable and compatible with the 2°C scenario?
To close, over 80% of LGPS funds are silent on CC in their newest ISS despite repetitive
warning (ShareAction, 2017) – this includes GPF, SPF, PPF and IWCPF. At the time of
publishing (June, 2017), ShareAction claims just 12 of 76 LGPS funds that had released an
ISS specifically mentioned climate risk. Moreover, only three mentioned reducing their
investments in FF. Because these are legally required to disclose their approach to risk in an
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ISS (more specifically, how risk is measured and controlled), it is troubling that so few have
addressed climate risk in their investment policies. This is unfair to scheme members.
Remember, LGPS funds are duty-bound to act in their members‟ best interests. However, if
LGPS funds continue to overlook the risks associated with CC, their members‟ pensions will be
inevitably become threatened. This opposes their fiduciary duties.
The following subsection will discuss the six other LGPS funds that have announced a
commitment to divest.

5.2 - Fossil Fuel Divestment
This subsection discusses the six LGPS funds that have announced a commitment to divest
from FF (FF divestment category). Naturally, the extent of divestment differs (TABLE 14)
(Fossil Free UK; no date, c):
 Full: An institution that has made a binding commitment to divest (direct ownership,
shares, commingled mutual funds containing shares, corporate bonds) from any FF
company (coal, oil, gas).
 Partial: An institution that has made a binding commitment to divest across asset
classes from some FF companies (coal, oil, gas).
 Coal and tar sands: An institution that has made a binding commitment to divest (direct
ownership, shares, commingled mutual funds containing shares, corporate bonds) from any
coal and tar sands companies.
 Coal only: An institution that has made a binding commitment to divest (direct ownership,
shares, commingled mutual funds containing shares, corporate bonds) from any coal
companies.
Table 14 (Fossil Free; no date, b) - LGPS Fossil Fuel Divestment Commitments
LGPS FUND

FF DIVESTMENT COMMITMENT

South Yorkshire Pension Authority (SYPA)

Coal and tar sands

Environment Agency Pension Fund (EAPF)

Partial

Southwark Pension Fund (SWPF)

Full

Hackney Pension Fund (HNPF)

Partial

Haringey Pension Fund (HPF)

Coal only

Waltham Forest Pension Fund (WFPF)

Full
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First, TABLE 15 provides a concise overview for each LGPS fund and their respective
involvement towards CC.

HNPF
(58th)

£1.03 billion

HPF
(63rd)

£910 million

WFPF
(75th)

£660 million














£60.60 million (4.90%)
£1.400 million (0.11%)
£59.10 million (4.78%)
£63.10 million (6.13%)
N/A*
£63.10 million (6.13%)
£66.50 million (7.30%)
N/A*
£66.50 million (7.30%)
£44.00 million (6.68%)
N/A*
£44.00 million (6.68%)

GISCC Endorser

£1.23 billion

PRI Endorser

SWPF
(51st)

Paris Pledge for Action Member

N/A

CDP Endorser

£2.31 billion

IIGCC Member

EAPF
**

£317.7 million (5.72%)
N/A*
£317.7 million (5.72%)

LAPFF Member





Addresses CC

£5.55 billion

Divestment Commitment

Net Fund Worth at 31st March 2014 (to
the Nearest £10 Million)

SYPA
(5th)

Total Fossil Fuel Investments (RED)
Direct Investments (BLUE)
Indirect Investments (GREEN)
*DATA FROM 2013/2014

LGPS Fund Name and LGPS Rank (Based
on Net Fund Worth)

Table 15 - CASE STUDY SUMMARY (FF DIVESTMENT)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

X

✓

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

X

X

X

X

X

✓

✓

✓

X

X

X

X

X

✓

✓

✓

X

X

X

X

X

Key: Fossil Free UK study (no date, c) failed to collect direct equity holdings data*; not part of the
Fossil Free UK (n.d.) database**

Before we continue, it must be made clear that divestment is only carried out as a last resort
(similar to GMPF and WYPF). The tool that is divestment is confused with decarbonisation –
there is a nuance between the two practices. In most cases, an investor will rarely actively divest
its assets (at first). Instead, the investor will seek to reduce its portfolio‟s carbon exposure
through shareholder engagement (Tridos Bank, n.d.). The investor aims to influence the way its
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investee companies do business. The objective is to raise awareness on sustainability, stimulate
action and create lasting change. Overall, the six LGPS funds employ various measures to
achieve this objective (Tridos Bank, n.d.):
 The funds engage with companies during the selection process. The selection process is to
review the companies‟ business models to determine whether these meet the minimum
qualifications for investment (inclusion). More specifically, the LGPS funds will ask
companies for information relating to their business practices in order to discern whether
their activities are compatible with the funds‟ commitments. There are several possible
outcomes:
o If a company demonstrates a lack of transparency, the fund will not partner with the
company.
o If a company fails to meet the minimum qualifications and does not demonstrate
ambition to meet them within a set deadline, the fund will not partner with the
company.
o If a company fails to meet the minimum qualifications but demonstrates ambition to
meet them within a set deadline, the company will not be excluded from
consideration.
o If a company meets the minimum qualifications, the fund will partner with the
company.
 The funds provide feedback – their assessments are transmitted to the companies. The
assessments review their performance and disclose areas for improvement on key
sustainability issues. Naturally, these are also informed whether they qualify for investment.
In most cases, those unqualified rejoinder and assert they will reconsider their practices.
 Investee companies will be closely monitored to ensure these do not violate the minimum
standards. If breached, this could potentially result in the company being excluded from the
fund‟s investment universe.
 The funds employ wider engagement to maintain their RI standards.
 The funds are active shareholders that exercise their votes to apply a positive effect on a
company‟s long-term strategy.
 The funds collaborate with other shareholders to increase their ability to influence company
behaviour (e.g. LAPFF).
Onwards, we must remember that the underlying objective is to sufficiently reduce GHG
emissions and lessen atmospheric concentrations to avoid future CC (IPCC, 2014). Therefore,
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full divestment is not an absolute necessity. In fact, full divestment would increase the overall
risk to any investor (especially in the short-term) (Hackney, 2017):
 The alternative low-carbon energies currently represent a small proportion of the energy
sector and offer few appropriate investment opportunities.
 A fund‟s portfolio would have greater exposure to other sectors – some of which are
currently overpriced.
 A fund‟s portfolio would be less diversified, increasing risk and potentially impacting
financial returns.
With that said, the IEA has projected the most reasonable demand for FF in the transition to a
2°C pathway (Hackney, 2017):
 Demand for coal is projected to fall immediately;
 Oil demand peaks by 2020 before declining; and,
 Gas demand continues to increase, albeit at reduced rates.
While the level of investment permitted is lower under the 2°C scenario, it is projected FF can
remain in use for the next four decades. Nevertheless, when the reliance on FF reduces and the
economic value of green investments increases, full divestment can then become a possibility.
However, at this moment in time, the IPCC suggests GHG emissions reductions equivalent to
40-70% by 2050 (relative to 2010 levels) are sufficient to maintain warming below 2°C.
According to the IEA‟s Transition Pathways, the 2°C pathway will require FF to halve by 2050
(relative to primary energy demands).
Overall, the six commitments were announced between late 2015 and early 2017. Because
these plans stretch from 5 years to the long-term, it is impossible to evaluate the progress made
at this time. However, their plans have shown promise thus far, exceeding performance
expectations. To better understand the funds‟ ambitions and their motivations to commit, this
subsection offers a comprehensive overview for each LGPS fund.
5.2.1 - Case Study: FF Divestment
South Yorkshire Pensions Authority
Ahead of the climate summit in Paris, SYPA recognised that a transition to a low-carbon
economy was required and agreed to monitor its carbon risk (Fossil Free UK, 2015). In 2015,
SYPA committed to low-carbon policies that exclude coal and tar sand companies from its
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portfolio because coal is the „most polluting‟ FF. Sheffield Climate Alliance (local
organisations and individuals that press for action to tackle CC) commented (Fossil Free UK,
2015):
Sheffield Climate Alliance are pleased with some of the investment board‟s
commitments, particularly the agreement to carry out a carbon audit. That being said, we
remain disappointed that the board are still pursuing its policy of engagement rather than
looking more actively at divestment.
The decision followed a series of new divestment commitments in the UK ahead of the Paris
climate summit. A representative for 350.org commented (Fossil Free UK, 2015):
This is a step in the right direction for South Yorkshire. In the lead up to the Paris talks, it
is more important than ever that our public institutions take a stand and show their
commitment to a low carbon future. Coal and tar sands are some of the dirtiest fuels,
however, to prevent dangerous CC, we ultimately must keep 80% of all FF in the ground.
The comments convey the same message – while SYPA‟s efforts are welcomed, the efforts are
believed to remain insufficient. Nevertheless, SYPA has rejected suggestions to divest further
and has instead emphasised its policies of shareholder engagement. Overall, because SYPA has
recognised the macroeconomic impact of CC (risks and opportunities) can affect fund
performance, the fund has introduced policy on CC (SYPA, 2016).
 Seek to establish its exposure to CC and carbon risk through the commissioning of a carbon
audit of the Fund‟s portfolios every two years. Results will be reviewed and used to focus
engagement and strategy going forward.
 Encourage companies to develop and implement strategies to deal with various scenarios in
an energy transition (e.g. a 2°C policy outcome).
 Use its voting rights accordingly.
 Co-file shareholder resolutions at AGMs to request deeper disclosure on climate risk issues.
 Whilst recognising that active shareholder engagement should be the Fund‟s first option,
consideration will be given to reducing exposure to high-carbon intensity companies that
fail to respond to engagement by not demonstrating a decrease in carbon intensity or carbon
risk.
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 Over time endeavour to manage a tilt within portfolios in favour of lower carbon assets inline with the Paris Agreement, with a view towards progressively decreasing the Fund‟s
carbon exposure.
The fund is fully committed to RI and good stewardship because it is in accordance with its
fiduciary duty (SYPA, 2017). SYPA always proceeds in the best long-term interests of its
members and looks to protect/improve the economic value of its investee companies (wellgoverned companies offer sustainable and superior returns). The authority accounts for ESG
concerns (including CC) when making investments, so long as these do not have a material
impact on the fund‟s financial performance (SYPA will not actively invest/disinvest solely
because of social, ethical or environmental reasons). Moreover, the authority will continue to
make green investments when an opportunity that provides competitive financial returns
presents itself (within an appropriate risk-return profile). Nevertheless, while the decision to
prioritise policies of shareholder engagement over divestment has disappointed local campaign
groups, the fund‟s objective is to progressively reduce carbon exposure (will tilt its portfolio in
favour of low-carbon assets). It seems the goal is to address the fund‟s most polluting coal
investments in the short-term before the fund decarbonises other sources of FF.
Despite its net worth of £7.65 billion (to the nearest hundred thousand) in 2017 (SYPA, 2017),
SYPA is not embedded in the AODP Global Climate Index. This is most likely because the fund
did not choose to participate – SYPA did not complete the transmitted questionnaire.
Environment Agency Pension Fund
Similar to SYPA, EAPF committed to divest ahead of the climate summit in Paris (Carrington,
2015b). Because the systemic risk presented by CC can potentially impact scheme members,
employers and all portfolio holdings, the decision is in line with its fiduciary duty and is
consistent with the need to secure long-term returns (EAPF, 2015). The commitment will ensure
the investment portfolio and fund activities are compatible with the 2°C scenario. EAPF was
first worldwide to do so (Carrington, 2015b). Like SYPA, EAPF has introduced policy on CC to
articulate its commitment (the principles complement the fund‟s work to promote sustainable
capitalism and good stewardship) (EAPF, 2015):
 Apply long-term thinking in managing the complexity of climate risk and opportunities
using a multi-faceted approach.
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 Act as universal owners, recognising that the climate actions, or inaction, of one company
can positively or negatively affect another and the overall economy.
 Support change and assist others in the transition to a low carbon economy.
 Seek to innovate and improve carbon and climate related tools and techniques and actively
promote solutions and support other institutional investors in considering impacts of climate
change.
 Be transparent and accountable in all we do and with those in which we invest.
EAPF has set itself a global leading objective – “to ensure that our Fund‟s investment portfolio
and processes are compatible with keeping the average temperature increase to remain below
2°C relative to pre-industrial levels, in-line with international government agreements” (EAPF,
n.d.). EAPF has accordingly set three targets (to be met by 2020) (EAPF, 2015):
 Invest 15 per cent of the fund in low carbon, energy efficient and other climate mitigation
opportunities. This will contribute to our wider target to invest at least 25 per cent of the
Fund in clean and sustainable companies and funds, across all asset classes.
 Decarbonise the equity portfolio, reducing our exposure to “future emissions” (amount of
GHG that would be emitted should these reserves be extracted and ultimately burnt,
expressed in tonnes of CO2 equivalent) by 90% for coal and 50% for oil and gas by 2020
compared to the exposure in our underlying benchmark as at 31 March 2015.
 Supported progress towards an orderly transition to a low-carbon economy through actively
working with asset owners, fund managers, companies, academia, policy makers and others
in investment industry.
Moreover, EAPF has an objective to have over 25% of its investments in social/sustainable
opportunities (EAPF, 2017b). These investments address societal challenges (issues under ESG
factors) while generating competitive financial returns. EAPF‟s definition of sustainable
investments includes (EAPF, 2017b):
 Social investments and those with significant revenues (in excess of 20%) involved in
energy efficiency, alternative energy, water and waste treatment, public transport together;
 Property, infrastructure, agriculture or forestry investments with a low carbon or strong
sustainability criteria; and,
 Companies (often equities and bonds) with a progressive environmental, social or
governance practices that may enhance investor value.
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Overall, EAPF is a leading responsible investor that aims to deliver a truly sustainable fund
(EAPF, 2017b). EAPF believes its task as a responsible investor is to (EAPF, 2017b):
 Consider an extensive range of issues;
 Work with and influence others;
 Be good stewards of its investments; and,
 Operate in an open and transparent manner.
Its latest Annual Report confirms its approach to RI has delivered outstanding financial returns,
exceeding performance expectations for the last three years (EAPF, 2017a). To close, because
of its focus on RI and decarbonisation, EAPF is unquestionably an example for other investors
to follow. To demonstrate its efforts to manage climate risk, EAPF was ranked 2nd/500
worldwide and was attributed an „AAA‟ rating by the AODP in 2017 (AODP, 2016a). Because
the find is within the top 1% surveyed, it has been attributed the „leader‟ status.
Southwark Pension Fund
Having recognised the growing financial risks associated with investment in FF, SWPF
committed to the „continued reduction in exposure‟ in December 2016 (London Borough of
Southwark Pension Fund, 2017). More specifically, SWPF announced full divestment from FF
(Fossil Free UK, 2016b). The fund‟s aim is to deliver a truly sustainable PF (Fixsen, 2016a):
The commitment to cut pension investment in FF […] is a measured and carefully
considered decision based not only on ethical practice and the council‟s drive to reduce
exposure to FF but also reducing the financial risk of investing in traditional energy
sources, which will ultimately become obsolete. The council will explore new
opportunities to invest in the development of sustainable infrastructure alongside other
local authorities.
The announcement followed a two-year campaign driven by local residents, scheme members
and council employees. A retired council employee commented (Fixsen, 2016a):
To meet our internationally-agreed climate targets, the vast majority of FF reserves must
stay in the ground, making FF investments extremely risky in the long-term. I do not want
my pension to become worthless due to these risks, or to be causing irreversible CC, that
is why I am delighted with today‟s decision.
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SWPF will transfer all investments in FF over time in a way that is both sustainable and
affordable while meeting its fiduciary duties (London Borough of Southwark Pension Fund,
2017). SWPF will continue to incorporate ESG considerations when making investments and
pursue new opportunities in sustainable energy and infrastructure. The RI objectives underlined
in the Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance Policy section in the SWPF ISS
confirms the fund will apply the necessary measures to comply with its commitment to fully
divest (APPENDIX 13):
 The fund implements long-term thinking to deliver sustainable returns over the long-term.
 The fund has adopted policies of shareholder engagement to influence companies in areas of
RI interest.
 Naturally, the fund will ensure RI decisions are in line with fiduciary responsibilities (SWPF
will not conduct investment/divestment solely because of social, ethical or environmental
reasons).
o Instead, SWPF will ensure all investments are conducted after evidence-based
decision-making.
Overall, not only is the objective to promote RI leadership and ESG best practice to achieve
broader and more profitable RI outcomes, the objective is also to continue reducing, and
ultimately exclude, investments in FF (via a structured and measured process). Nevertheless,
because the long-term commitment was announced in late 2016, it is difficult to evaluate the
progress made at this time.
Hackney Pension Fund
Due to the risk associated with stranded assets, HNPF announced a commitment to divest
partially in January 2017 (Eckersley, 2017). The fund announced it would divest £21 million of
the £42 million currently held in FF stocks over a six-year period (target for 2023). While
HNPF‟s efforts are welcomed, Divest Hackney marched into Town Hall in possession of oilcovered flowers in protest, claiming the commitment was insufficient. Two disappointed
militants commented (Eckersley, 2017):
We were extremely saddened to see the Pensions Committee fail to live up to their
commitment to not only the residents of Hackney and their hard-working pension
workers, but also the UK‟s obligations under the Paris Agreement. Still, we are refusing
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to give up and will continue to fight until Hackney Council does what is right and divests
the rest.
We are asking the […] Hackney Council Pensions Committee to look the challenge of CC
in the face, do what is right for the planet and the people of Hackney, and commit to an
investment strategy that truly aligns with the Paris Agreement by divesting 100% of FF
assets. Divesting 50% of Hackney‟s investments in oil, coal and gas companies is
insufficient to realistically tackle the financial and environmental risks associated with
investing in FF.
Robert Chapman (the Chair) informed the campaigners that full divestment would increase the
overall risk to the fund (Hackney, 2017). Chapman reminds us that because the fund‟s
fundamental objective is to pay pensions to its members, the fund‟s financial health is the
antecedence. CC is thus considered in terms of financial risk. Nevertheless, HNPF will consider
full divestment when the world‟s reliance on FF is reduced (Eckersley, 2017). At present
however, the commitment to reduce the fund‟s carbon exposure is compatible with the 2°C
scenario. In short, having taken into account the risks associated with FF exposure, HNPF has
sanctioned the following targets (these will be periodically reviewed to ensure they remain in
accordance with risk and the fund‟s fiduciary duties) (London Borough of Hackney Pension
Fund, 2017):
 Reduce the Fund‟s relative exposure to future emissions from fossil fuel reserves (measured
in MtCO2e million tonnes of CO2 emissions) by 50% over 2 valuation cycles (6 years);
 Measure the reduction relative to the Fund‟s position as at July 2016 (7.11MtCO2e) and
adjusted for Assets Under Management (£AUM).
The Social, Environmental and Corporate Governance section in the HNPF ISS confirms the
fund will apply the necessary measures to comply with its commitment to partially divest
(APPENDIX 14) (London Borough of Hackney Pension Fund, 2017). Overall, the fund
expects its investment managers to integrate financially material ESG factors into their
investment decision-making and employ an engagement approach to ensure its investments
remain appropriate (in accordance with the fund‟s climate targets and fiduciary duties.
Moreover, the fund will continue to make green investments (particularly in low-carbon power
generation and energy efficiency technologies) if these provide competitive financial returns
(Hackney, 2017). To close, HNPF‟s commitment to partially divest is compatible with the 2°C
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scenario. Like SWPF, because the commitment was announced in January, it is difficult to
evaluate the progress made at this time.
Haringey Pension Fund
In January 2016, HPF announced a commitment to divest from coal only (Fossil Free UK,
2016a). Not only does the fund pledge to divest all current coal investments, it has also
committed to making low-carbon investments. The decision followed lobbying by different
environmental organisations. The communal message to the administering council is as follows
(Fossil Free UK, 2016a):
You have a duty of care to PF members. That includes preserving a decent world for them
to live in. To stay within 2°C of warming we have to leave 80% of the coal and oil we
already know about in the ground, unburnt. But there are financial reasons to do this too –
we are already seeing the value of coal companies dropping as the world moves towards
renewable energy.
The council‟s pensions committee eventually agreed to commit. Their commitment was
indispensable considering Haringey Council aims to become London‟s first zero-carbon
borough. Joe Goldberg (Council Member for Economic Development, Social Inclusion and
Sustainability) commented (Fossil Free UK, 2016a):
When we are seeking to become London‟s first zero-carbon borough, it doesn‟t make
sense for us to continue to invest in FF when we want to reduce, and indeed end, demand
for them. [...] I‟m proud that the council‟s pensions committee has agreed not only to
move some funds into a low carbon fund but to also consider investing in low-carbon
industry, giving us the opportunity to tackle carbon emission while still getting the best
return.
The Social, Environmental and Corporate Governance Policy section in the HPF ISS confirms
the fund will apply the necessary measures to comply with its commitment to divest from coal
(APPENDIX 15) (London Borough of Haringey Pension Fund, 2017). The fund aims to have
influence over ESG concerns (identified by specialist agencies) within its investee companies.
This is because the fund believes its investee companies can enhance their long-term
performance if these adopt RI principles. Accordingly, the fund has joined investor initiatives
which undertake engagement activity with companies on behalf of their members (e.g.
LAPFF). Moreover, HPF will allocate: 1) one-third of its equity portfolio (£200 million) to a
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passive fund (the MSCI World Low Carbon Target Index) whose purpose is to reduce exposure
to companies with the highest carbon footprints, relative to a market capitalisation benchmark),
and 2) 5% of its assets to two renewable energy funds (these invest in renewable energy
infrastructure). Additionally, similar to the above, the fund will continue to make green
investments when an opportunity that provides competitive financial returns presents itself
(within an appropriate risk-return profile).
Overall, these commitments embody the fund‟s environmental principles, developed to reduce
FF exposure. While HPF has not made the most ambitious „divestment‟ commitment, the fund
aims to reduce its carbon exposure further over time. Again, like SWPF and HNPF, because the
commitment was announced recently, it is difficult to evaluate the progress made at this time.
Waltham Forest Pension Fund
Having recognised that ESG factors can influence the sustainability of investment returns over
the long-term (Mercer, 2017), WFPF announced a commitment to fully divest from FF in
September 2016 (Fixsen, 2016b). Again, the fund claims its fiduciary duty requires climate
risk management (Fossil Free UK, 2016c). Accordingly, a recommendation to discontinue all
FF investments was approved by the WFPF (over 5-year period). The fund plans to
demonstrate that it is possible for a public sector PF to not just reduce FF holdings (e.g. coal),
but to fully divest from all FF resources. A representative for 350.org commented (Fixsen,
2016b):
This is a big moment for the divestment movement in the UK. Waltham Forest has
demonstrated the kind of action we need all pension funds to be taking to address the
urgent issue of CC and to protect their workers‟ futures. We are calling on them to join
Waltham Forest and hundreds of institutions globally, and divest from FF.
Not only will WFPF divest, the fund will actively invest in cleaner, greener investments to
benefit the local community, borough and environment (Fossil Free UK, 2016c). This decision
has been saluted across the nation, and none more so than via „Friends of the Earth Waltham
Forest‟ (the local divestment campaign) (Fixsen, 2016b):
By divesting from FF, the fund is not only taking necessary action to protect fund
members‟ pensions from risky investments, but it is also joining hundreds of public
institutions worldwide in taking a stand against an industry that is causing climate chaos
and endangering our future.
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The Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance Policy section in the WFPF ISS confirms
the fund will apply the necessary measures to comply with its commitment to fully divest
(APPENDIX 16) (Mercer, 2017). In short, ESG factors are considered on an ongoing basis and
embody an integral part of WFPF's investment strategy and objective to become a long-term
responsible investor. With that said, WFPF focuses on the following environmental issues
(Mercer, 2017):
 The conservation of energy;
 The promotion of alternative energy sources;
 Recycling; and,
 Avoiding pollution and using environmentally-friendly and sustainable resources.
The fund believes shareholder engagement is fundamental in managing climate risk and
delivering enhanced financial returns in the long-term. Overall, WFPF will not divest; instead,
the fund has made a commitment to decarbonise its portfolio by reducing exposure to carbonintensive companies and assets. Again, the fund will make green investments when an
opportunity that provides competitive financial returns presents itself (within an appropriate
risk-return profile).
The 2017 „strategy review‟ (to be realised in late 2017) will consider the risks presented by CC
and the associated issue of stranded assets in greater detail. The strategy review will include
analysis of the equity portfolio‟s carbon footprint and consider exposure reduction options
(through shareholder engagement) to achieve its commitment. Again, because the commitment
was announced recently, it is difficult to evaluate the progress made at this time.
5.2.2 - Discussion
Overall, this subsection discussed the different commitments announced by six LGPS funds.
These have acted upon the LGPS Investment Regulations 2016 which require LGPS funds to
reveal their approach to RI and risk in an ISS. As expected, due to the systemic risk presented by
CC, these have chosen to commit to divest their FF investments (in accordance with their
fiduciary duties). While these vary from full commitment to divestments from coal, all six
funds aim to decarbonise sufficiently over time to comply with the 2°C scenario. Like GMPF
and WYPF, these do not conduct FF exclusion or divestment, but seek to reduce their
portfolio‟s carbon exposure through shareholder engagement, positive investing (inclusion)
and/or green investment (so long as these provide competitive financial returns). Overall,
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contrary to inactive funds, these have adopted policies of active management to manage
climate risk. To conclude, those that operate 2°C portfolios that meet their fiduciary duties can
be considered owners of SA. However, while several LGPS funds are on course to own such
portfolios, none can be considered owners of SA at this time. This will most likely change in
the coming years when their commitments are achieved.
Moreover, it must be said that all LGPS funds have long-identified the systemic risk presented
by CC (claimed by interviewees; see following subsection). Ultimately, these are long-term
investors that hold fiduciary duties – these cannot afford to overlook any potential financial
risks. With that said, while all monitor the evolution of climate risk, not all believe the risk
warrants management at this time. Remember, until recently, LGPS funds were permitted to
adopt any portfolio so long as the financial assets held did not hinder the ability to meet the
statutory requirement (these were not required to consider ESG criteria). Now that these are
required to disclose their approach to RI and risk under the LGPS Investment Regulations
2016, we will most likely see additional LGPS funds take positive steps to manage climate risk.
Onwards, because the interviewees summarise the conclusions drawn thus far, the following
subsection discusses their contributions.

5.3 - Interviewee Contributions: Chapter Discussion
Before the interviewee contributions are discussed, the response rate will be mentioned. Despite
the measures taken (see chapter 3.4.2), most returns were unfavourable. Only 3 of the 21
subjects (14.3%) invited to an interview agreed to contribute (subjects are not revealed for
reasons of confidentiality). This was expected because the conceivable constraints proved true
(however, not to this extent):
 Time: Additional subjects were willing to contribute; however, it was impossible to plan
an interview within the short timeframe. For instance:
o

“[…] I am incredibly busy over the next two months and will not be able to find the
time to speak with you” (financial advisor to the LGPS).

o

“I am afraid that at the moment we do not have anyone available to respond to your
request for information to assist with your thesis” (LGPS fund).

 Expertise: A considerable share claimed they did not have the expertise required to make
valuable contributions. For instance:
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o

“While I have done the odd article that touches on this area, I mainly concentrate on
other consumer topics, and for any level of detail on things like what PFs do and
don't invest in, you're going to need to speak to someone with a lot more expertise in
this area than I have” (journalist).

 Confidentiality: A minor share work for institutions with strict policy on client
confidentiality. For instance:
o

“Our policy of giving clients the highest level of commitment unfortunately
precludes our business professionals from assisting individual students with
research” (consultant to the LGPS).

With that said, the lack of interviews did not hinder the research conclusions. Remember, to
ensure confidentiality, the interviewees will be referred to by means of their vocation (without
mentioning their employers). The interviewees will be referred to in-text as demonstrated
below:
 Head of Responsible Investment (for an LGPS consultant) – „Consultant 1‟;
 Director in the Investment Advisory Unit (for an LGPS consultant) – „Consultant 2‟;
 Chief Responsible Investment & Risk Officer (for an LGPS fund) – „LGPS Fund‟.
Overall, different authorities have different views on whether CC does or does not require
consideration (Consultant 1). Some clearly view CC as a long-term financial risk and have
chosen to manage climate risk. Others view it is a decision best left to their investment
managers.
Sure, only six LGPS funds have announced a commitment to divest from FF. However, this
statement undermines the efforts of the LGPS as a whole. Again, LGPS funds were only
recently required to address climate risk when the LGPS Investment Regulations 2016 were
published in November last year (LGPS Fund). With that said, if these failed to account for
climate risk beforehand, these have had less than 12 months to revise their approach to RI and
adjust their portfolios accordingly. Nevertheless, because all funds will agree that CC presents
a systemic risk and necessitates consideration, a lot more than six funds have actually taken
measures to mitigate their carbon exposure (however, some continue to overlook the risk
presented by CC) (Consultant 1; Consultant 2; LGPS Fund). Currently, most LGPS funds have
quantified or are in the process of quantifying carbon exposure (Consultant 1). Overall, the
approach to climate risk management is a work in progress. Nevertheless, because investors
make evidence-based decisions, a considerable barrier to progress is related to the quality of
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disclosure from companies (LGPS Fund). Due to the lack of quality data, investors cannot riskassess these companies and make investment decisions. While some have the data to make
informed decisions, others do not (Consultant 1). With that said, we can expect to see
additional funds take positive steps to manage climate risk in the immediate future. However,
this does not necessarily involve divestment.
Because FF are projected to remain in use under the 2°C scenario (according to the IEA),
LGPS funds will not exclude FF-related investments from their portfolios. This is because the
exclusion of the FF industry (a significant sector in the current economy), in terms of market
capitalisation, can damage the returns delivered by the fund (Consultant 2). More specifically,
the exclusion of FF can potentially reduce returns and increase exposure to risk as a whole
(divestment creates a more concentrated portfolio). Like investment decisions, divestment must
only be practiced following evidence-based decisions (more specifically, divestment only to
occur should the fund be exposed to financial risk) (Consultant 1; Consultant 2). If a PF were
to conduct an activity (e.g. divestment) that damages the expected returns, this would run
opposite to their fiduciary duties (Consultant 2). With that said, contrary to divestment, LGPS
funds will decarbonise their portfolios (Consultant 1; Consultant 2; LGPS Fund).
These will not divest from or exclude companies because these are carbon-intensive (at least not
at first; only as a last resort) (LGPS Fund). Instead, these will first strive to understand what
their portfolio would look like under a 2°C scenario. Accordingly, the funds will develop CO2
targets specific to their portfolio and work from there. For instance, EAPF looks to divest 90%
of its coal assets (in addition to other FF reductions). This does not mean the fund will divest
from 90% of companies that hold coal reserves; this means the fund will look to help reduce
the companies‟ potential future emissions released by 90% (within a set timeframe and relative
to a benchmark year). In short, EAPF will not reduce its financial exposure, but 90% of the
underlying reserves held by the companies invested in. Moreover, the same process applies to
new investment opportunities. LGPS funds employ positive investment as part of the selection
process (inclusion). More specifically, these will invest in companies that meet the fund‟s
ambitions. Finally, if a fund were to actually divest, the decision is based on the assessment of
risk. More specifically, all investee companies are risk-assessed – those that do not follow a
2°C pathway can be divested from under policy. However, an active manage will unlikely
divest in reality.
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Before we proceed to the final chapter, it is important to discuss the government‟s plan to pool
LGPS investment assets (all three interviewees discussed its potential to incite additional
LGPS funds to manage climate risk). Because the government looks to achieve economies of
scale and drive local growth, LGPS funds were instructed to propose plans to create pools of
investment assets no less than £25 billion in size (in 2015) (UNISON, 2016). In developing
proposals, these should consider each of the following four criteria (DCLG, 2016):



Asset pool(s) that achieve benefits of scale: The proposals should describe these pools,
explain how each administering authority‟s assets will be allocated among the pools,
describe the scale benefits that these arrangements are expected to deliver and explain how
those benefits will be realised, measured and reported.

 Strong governance and decision-making: The proposed governance structure for the
pools should:
o At the local level, provide authorities with assurance that their investments are being
managed appropriately by the pool, in line with their stated investment strategy and
in the long-term interests of their members;
o At the pool level, ensure that risk is adequately assessed and managed, investment
implementation decisions are made with a long-term view, and culture of continuous
improvement is adopted.
 Reducing costs and excellence for money: Proposals should explain how the pool(s) will
deliver substantial savings in investments fees, both in the near term and over the next 15
years, while at least maintaining overall investment performance.
 An improved capacity to invest in infrastructure: Proposals should explain how
infrastructure will feature in authorities‟ investment strategies and how the pooling
arrangements can improve the capacity and capability to invest in this asset class.
Essentially, all LGPS funds are to collaborate, establish and invest via these collective
investment vehicles to accomplish the underlying objective – to improve returns and reduce
deficits (via the management of risk), but also to allow greater capacity investments in
infrastructure (and other alternative assets) (UK Parliament, 2016). Overall, the conceivable
advantages of the pooling system include (DCLG, 2015):
 Increasing the range of asset classes to be invested in directly;
 Strengthening the governance arrangements and in-house expertise available to authorities;
 Improving transparency and long-term stewardship; and,
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 Facilitating better dissemination of best practice and performance data between authorities.
Eight pools were announced in the summer of 2016 (Houston, 2016):
Table 16 (Houston, 2016) - POTENTIAL LGPS POOLS FOR INVESTMENT

Currently, the pools are inactive because of unresolved issues. However, the plan is for these
pools to be formally established by April 2018 (the phased transition of asset will occur from
this date forward). When established, the pools should hugely enhance the funds‟ ability to
consider climate risk (Consultant 1; Consultant 2; LGPS Fund). Because strategic asset
allocation as well as fund management and monitoring will be undertaken by the new asset
pools, the intellectual space is created for LGPS funds to consider climate risk. Overall, the
asset pools will help and support the funds‟ ability to measure and manage ESG risks, including
CC.
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6. CONCLUSION
Now that the analysis has been conducted, we can now answer the RQ. Once answered, this
chapter will reflect upon the results and delve into the recommendations.

6.1 - Conclusion to RQ
What is the role of PFs in phasing out FF and what motivates them to invest or divest? In
particular why do LGPS funds choose to either sustain their FF investments, or divest?
It is evident CC and the need for a carbon transition are prevalent topics amongst the
institutional investors that operate in the financial market (this includes PFs and the LGPS).
Because international organisations like the IPCC have discussed the threat associated with
CC, a global response to CC is to be expected. Because this response will most likely create a
carbon bubble, the LGPS Investment Regulations 2016 (the most up-to-date explanatory
memorandum) require LGPS funds to address their approach to RI and risk (this includes
climate risk).
Nevertheless, all investment decisions must be taken in consideration of the statutory
requirement – to achieve a wide variety of suitable investments and do what is best for the
financial position of the fund (to ensure these have sufficient resources to pay all liabilities).
While continued FF investment will unquestionably counteract fiduciary duties in the longterm, it appears the short-term profitability of the FF industry („short-term‟ being the period
before the carbon bubble materialises) remains attractive to most LGPS funds. Remember,
investments must only be conducted for investment purposes (to generate income). Because FF
are projected to remain in use for several decades, the FF asset class is still considered a
financial opportunity. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily mean these do not invest
responsibly. With that said, because these are expected to address the risk presented by CC,
LGPS funds are divided between the decision to continue investing in FF (in a responsible
manner) and the decision to divest/decarbonise.
In consideration of the above, the topic is best addressed using SA – a systematised concept
developed following exploratory research on FF investment and divestment. SA is best defined
as a discourse on how institutional investors proceed at a time when climate mitigation and an
energy transition are required. Accordingly, an appropriate operationalization scheme was
designed to discern the motivations that drive these investors to divest or sustain their FF
investments. The chosen dimension, the LGPS, is divided between two sets of constituent
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funds. These are represented under two categories – those that practice responsible FF
investment (the 84 LGPS funds that have not announced a commitment to divest), and those
that practice FF divestment (the 6 LGPS funds that have). Nevertheless, because time was an
issue, a representative case study was conducted to generalise the research outcomes. Overall,
six LGPS funds were selected using the Fossil Free UK (n.d.) database to represent the first
category and all six that announced a commitment to divest represent the second.
First, three indicators drive the decision to practice responsible FF investment – „governance &
investment policy‟, „shareholder & wider engagement‟ and „inclusion & exclusion‟. The
conclusions drawn from the analysis are as follows. The governance component has already
been discussed – all LGPS funds are legally required to address their approach to RI and risk in
an ISS. While all LGPS funds address ESG factors, only the larger funds address climate risk
(these discuss CC in their publications, contrary to others). This is the first major conclusion
drawn – not all uncommitted funds are inactive towards CC. For several decades now (long
before the initiation of the FFDM), these have monitored climate risk. Because these wish to
mitigate the systemic risk presented by FF investments, these have adopted active asset
management. These not only adopt policies of shareholder engagement to push their investee
companies to implement business models compatible with the 2°C scenario, these carry out
wider engagement via the membership and/or ratification of investor initiatives on CC
mitigation. Moreover, these have also employed policies of inclusion, or positive investing
(companies eligible for investments are those whose mission and impacts are supported by the
investor). For instance, these have dedicated a share of their portfolios to green investments
(investments made in climate-friendly companies). Finally, these do not practice exclusion
(these will not exclude companies, sectors and/or countries affiliated with the FF industry from
their investible universe) and divestment (these funds will collaborate with all investee
companies to help reduce their carbon footprint at first, but may divest as a last resort).
Second, the same three indicators drive the decision to practice FF divestment. The conclusions
drawn are as follows. As you would expect, all six LGPS funds that have announced a
commitment to manage climate risk. Similar to the above, these have long-identified the
financial risk associated with CC and have adopted active asset management. While these have
announced specific commitments (full, partial or coal and tar sands divestment), these possess
the same long-term objective. Ultimately, these have prioritised decarbonisation over
divestment (nuance between the two practices). More specifically, these LGPS funds plan to
decarbonise fully (across all asset classes) over the long-term to achieve a 2°C portfolio.
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Because these are rational plans developed in consideration of investment requirements, these
endeavours prove it is possible to manage climate risk (in accordance with the PA) and achieve
financial returns concurrently. However, because the plans were recently announced, it is
difficult to evaluate the progress made at this time. Nevertheless, their plans have shown
promise thus far, exceeding performance expectations.
With that said, all LGPS funds will agree that a carbon transition is required. However, this
contention is not sufficient to warrant divestment. While we can expect further commitments,
the majority will continue to invest in FF. Their motivations are as follows:
 FF divestment does not comply with investment policies – financial returns are the
predominant concern (to ensure sufficient funds are available to meet liabilities).
 The exclusion of FF would massively hinder a fund‟s ability to meet its liabilities.
 FF divestment is too costly.
 No alternative profitable sectors to reinvest into.
 FF divestment cannot prevent CO2 emissions – divestment results in shares being
purchased by other investors.
 Why divest from FF companies that have revised their business models to become more
sustainable and compatible with the 2°C scenario?
Nevertheless, we can only hope the evident contention for FF divestment (financial risk
associated with CC) will inspire others to revise their approach to RI and climate risk in
particular. Again, this is clearly an ambition demonstrated by the committed funds who strive
to prove the feasibility to manage climate risk and achieve financial returns concurrently.
To conclude, how are LGPS funds phasing out FF at a time when an energy transition is
required? If we reflect upon the hypothesis (see chapter 1.2), it proved correct. While the
profitability of FF investments in the short-term is definitely the main driver for continued
investment, the financial risk presented by CC (the conceivable carbon bubble provoked by
stranded assets) is definitely the main driver for commitment (however, the funds prioritise
decarbonisation over divestment). Since November 2016, all LGPS funds are required to
disclose their approach to RI and risk in an ISS (more specifically, how risk is measured and
managed). Despite this common requirement, these have adopted different approaches. On the
one hand, a minor share has chosen to mitigate the systemic risk presented by CC via portfolio
decarbonisation, through the active management of climate risk. While it is difficult to evaluate
the progress made thus far, the plans have shown promise. If achieved, these LGPS funds will
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be owners of SA (these hold 2°C portfolios that meet their investment requirements). This may
push the other share, those that do not address CC, to emulate such efforts. These represent the
predominant share (over 80%) that remain silent on CC (remember, these have had less than 12
months to adjust their RI approach). However, the interviewees (Consultant 1; Consultant 2;
LGPS Fund) claim that most have recently quantified or are in the process of quantifying their
portfolio‟s carbon exposure. Whether these choose to act upon the results remains to be seen.
Moreover, the soon-to-be established LGPS pooling system has the potential to help and
support the funds‟ ability to measure and manage climate risk accordingly.

6.2 - Discussion
Having completed the study, the research process can now be reflected upon. There are two
subjects in particular that require reflection – the primary data-collection methods and my
positionality as a human geographer.
6.2.1 - Methods
 By and large, the interview guide and questionnaire (online survey) did not address the
indicators used in the operationalization scheme. This is because these were developed in
the early stages of the research process, contrary to the scheme. While the interview guide
could be revised, the questionnaire could not be modified once administered.
 While a low response rate was expected, I did not expect this level of abstention. Three
reasons explain the abstention (according to the subjects invited to participate):
o Lack of time;
o Lack of expertise; and,
o Member/client confidentiality.
Therefore, they suggest the methodology used was not the problem. However, in my
opinion, the methods must have been faulty. Five methodology-related reasons can explain
the low response rate (more or less influential):
o I did not always contact the right subjects;
o I did not follow up correctly;
o I did not ask the right questions;
o I did not send the invitations at the right time;
o The emails sent may have been caught in spam filters.
 While an interview guide is employed to ensure all interviews are administered in the same
way and discuss the same topics (to ensure consistency), this proved not to be the case in this
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context. Because the subjects interviewed have different vocations, the interview guide was
tailored to fit the interviewees‟ profiles. As a result, the administration was far from
consistent.
 The interviews were not executed in optimal conditions. Because the research was executed
from abroad, I could not meet the subjects personally. All three conversations (over the
phone – as requested by the interviewees) were thus recorded through loudspeaker.
Unfortunately, the background noise was overwhelming at times and screened parts of the
discussion (impossible to transcribe and analyse).
6.2.2 - Positionality
We must remember the research was conducted by a human geographer. Naturally, the topic
studied involves CC and carbon transitions; however, much of the discussion is financialoriented. As a result, because a considerable share of my time („time‟ being the time available to
author the thesis) was used to understand the financial components, the thesis may appear to be
rushed or lack thorough interpretation at times. This is not due to a lack of effort on my part, but
due to the broadness of the research topic. All in all, the scope is extremely large and required
demarcation to allow worthwhile research. Accordingly, I chose to discuss the essential
financial components of the topic (without delving into too much detail) in order to maintain the
focus on CC and carbon transitions.
Overall, I would argue these „shortcomings‟ did not downgrade the quality of the research.
Because the subjects‟ contributions were comparable, it can be argued that data saturation had
been met (despite the low response rate). Overall, the conclusions drawn from the literature
review, theoretical framework and data-collection proved to be consistent. Because these
revealed the motivations that drive LGPS funds to sustain or divest their investments in FF, the
RQ was answered as planned. While the thesis ends here, the carbon transition is very much in
motion at this time. As disclosed above, the transition in the LGPS context is currently in
progress. While six LGPS funds have committed to divest in the last 24 months, many others
have quantified or are in the process of quantifying their portfolios‟ carbon exposure. Because
additional funds will most likely take positive steps to manage climate risk in the near future,
further study is required.
Nevertheless, this is the case for institutional investors as a whole. New commitments are
made on a frequent basis. For instance, in the midst of this study (July 2017) Patricia De Lille
(Cape Town Mayor) announced the South African city would divest from FF in favour of
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greener and cleaner investments in accordance with its vision of a sustainable future
(350Africa.org, n.d.). As a result, the FFDM continues to gain momentum, sending a strong
message to the FF industry – „reliance on FF is coming to an end‟. With that said, because the
risks presented by CC subsist at this time, we cannot afford to moderate our efforts until the
world, as a whole, has been positioned on a 2°C emissions pathway. Again, further study is
required to monitor the progress of the transition.

6.3 - Recommendations
Finally, based on the conclusions drawn, the following recommendations have been developed.
Climate risk cannot be overlooked any longer. While the latest LGPS Regulations order
constituent funds to disclose their approach to RI and risk, the DCLG must order the
development of dedicated policy on CC (a plan compatible with the 2°C scenario). Naturally,
LGPS funds must ensure they are in the best financial position to pay pensions. However, in
consideration of the risks presented by CC, continued FF investment opposes their fiduciary
duties. Moreover, the funds that have committed thus far have not experienced underperformance; instead, these have exceeded performance expectations. Therefore, it is possible
for LGPS funds to manage climate risk and achieve financial returns concurrently.
Overall, it is recommended that PFs and the LGPS in particular abandon their conventional
passive management approach in favour of active asset management. These should adopt the
subsequent policies to manage climate risk and contribute towards the transition to a lowcarbon economy:


Shareholder engagement: PFs must push all investee companies to revise their business
models (compatible with the 2°C scenario). If these categorically refuse or fail to introduce
the necessary measures within an allocated timeframe, these companies must be divested
from.



Positive selection: All new investment opportunities (companies) must be selected through
position selection – those eligible for investment must have business models that are in line
with the PF‟s climate ambitions.



Wider engagement: PFs should look to address CC collectively and support investor
initiatives on CC.



Green investment: PFs should look to invest in green opportunities whenever possible (so
long as these provide competitive returns).
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To close, it has been concluded that divestment is not a suitable approach at this time.
However, when reliance on FF lessens in future decades, PFs must be ready when these
resources phase out and are no longer competitive with the alternative low-carbon energies.
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Appendix 1 (Fossil Free UK, n.d.) - LGPS FUND INVESTMENT STATISTICS
LGPS Fund

Total Fund Value

Total Fossil Fuel

(£)

Investments (£)

Total %

Greater Manchester Pension Fund*

13,284,054,000

1,304,123,000

9.81

West Yorkshire Pension Fund*

10,370,000,000

670,800,000

6.46

West Midlands Pension Fund

10,144,000,000

354,946,000

3.49

Merseyside Pension Fund

5,964,099,000

355,195,000

5.95

South Yorkshire Pensions Authority****

5,550,000,000

317,728,000

5.72

Tyne and Wear Pension Fund

5,432,300,000

264,961,000

4.87

Lancashire Pension Fund

5,372,370,000

101,940,000

1.89

Hampshire Pension Fund

5,108,786,000

296,433,000

5.27

Essex Pension Fund

4,964,655,000

204,359,000

4.11

Kent Pension Fund

4,079,298,000

324,271,000

7.94

Derbyshire Pension Fund

3,830,271,000

292,803,000

7.64

Nottinghamshire Pension Fund

3,708,200,000

261,253,000

7.04

Cheshire Pension Fund

3,550,000,000

157,500,000

4.43

Hertfordshire Pension Fund

3,469,985,000

129,078,000

3.71

Devon Pension Fund

3,357,571,000

215,549,000

6.41

East Riding Pension Fund

3,310,213,000

288,905,000

8.72

Avon Pension Fund

3,302,280,000

171,777,000

5.20

Teesside Pension Fund

3,240,857,000

283,167,000

8.73

Staffordshire Pension Fund

3,215,718,000

249,697,000

7.76

Surrey Pension Fund

2,807,500,000

176,765,000

6.29

Norfolk Pension Fund

2,644,730,000

140,844,000

5.32

East Sussex Pension Fund

2,602,879,000

171,846,000

6.60

Leicestershire Pension Fund

2,514,711,000

164,292,000

6.53

West Sussex Pension Fund

2,290,454,000

121,547,000

5.30

Cambridgeshire Pension Fund

2,238,809,000

119,964,000

5.35

Durham Pension Fund

2,130,855,000

128,293,000

6.02

Dorset Pension Fund

2,091,827,000

153,544,000

7.34

North Yorkshire Pension Fund

2,078,026,000

149,227,000

7.18

Greater Gwent (Torfaen) Pension Fund

2,062,483,000

161,193,000

7.81
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Buckinghamshire Pension Fund

1,896,306,000

128,107,000

6.75

Suffolk Pension Fund

1,866,346,000

117,708,000

6.30

Worcestershire Pension Fund

1,837,753,000

197,423,000

10.74

Cumbria Pension Fund

1,829,134,000

108,400,000

5.92

Rhondda Cynon Taf Pension Fund

1,727,894,000

98,322,000

5.69

Dyfed Pension Fund

1,694,781,000

141,345,000

8.34

Oxfordshire Pension Fund

1,665,432,000

119,695,000

7.18

Northamptonshire Pension Fund

1,659,847,000

171,800,000

10.35

Lincolnshire Pension Fund

1,623,527,000

113,380,000

6.98

Berkshire Pension Fund

1,620,500,000

66,570,000

4.10

Bedfordshire Pension Fund

1,538,134,000

71,014,000

4.61

Warwickshire Pension Fund

1,520,471,000

88,368,000

5.81

Wiltshire Pension Fund

1,516,333,000

92,707,000

6.11

Gloucestershire Pension Fund**

1,506,000,000

110,050,000

7.30

Somerset Pension Fund**

1,472,295,000

121,505,000

8.25

Cardiff Pension Fund

1,451,692,000

105,306,000

7.25

Cornwall Pension Fund

1,408,716,000

64,909,000

4.60

Swansea Pension Fund

1,348,965,000

99,503,000

7.37

Shropshire Pension Fund

1,339,203,000

73,863,000

5.51

Gwynedd Pension Fund

1,309,546,000

82,297,000

6.28

Greenwich Pension Fund

1,265,738,000

81,180,000

6.41

Southwark Pension Fund****

1,234,847,000

60,601,000

4.90

Clwyd Pension Fund

1,213,567,000

28,134,000

2.31

Camden Pension Fund

1,162,683,000

110,492,000

9.50

City of Westminster Pension Fund

1,094,331,000

85,075,000

7.77

Wandsworth Pension Fund

1,054,186,000

69,623,000

6.60

Tower Hamlets Pension Fund

1,047,073,000

91,764,000

8.76

Lambeth Pension Fund

1,036,207,000

59,145,000

5.70

Hackney Pension Fund****

1,029,000,000

63,110,000

6.13

Islington Pension Fund

971,000,000

59,474,000

6.12

Northumberland Pension Fund

944,221,000

63,889,000

6.76

Lewisham Pension Fund

927,937,000

58,419,000

6.29
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Newham Pension Fund

921,574,000

34,193,000

3.71

Haringey Pension Fund****

909,765,000

66,464,000

7.30

Ealing Pension Fund

867,000,000

60,800,000

7.01

Hammersmith and Fulham Pension Fund

864,781,000

44,933,000

5.19

Barnet Pension Fund

818,333,571

51,312,295

6.27

Kensington and Chelsea Pension Fund

817,492,000

60,850,000

7.44

Croydon Pension Fund

766,512,000

40,150,000

5.23

City of London Pension Fund

746,300,000

46,780,000

6.26

Enfield Pension Fund

746,121,000

33,221,000

4.45

Barking and Dagenham Pension Fund

726,370,000

34,428,000

4.87

Hillingdon Pension Fund

724,461,000

42,391,000

5.85

Hounslow Pension Fund

721,000,000

49,310,000

6.38

Bexley Pension Fund

660,079,000

38,670,000

5.85

Waltham Forest Pension Fund****

659,647,000

44,097,000

6.68

Bromley Pension Fund

656,073,000

33,671,000

5.13

Kingston upon Thames Pension Fund

640,890,000

42,464,000

6.62

Brent Pension Fund

639,487,000

39,011,000

6.10

Harrow Pension Fund

615,661,000

41,744,000

6.78

Richmond Pension Fund

611,432,000

41,144,000

6.72

Redbridge Pension Fund

578,399,000

32,852,000

5.67

Sutton Pension Fund

491,054,000

28,633,000

5.83

Merton Pension Fund

478,854,000

52,649,000

10.99

Havering Pension Fund

468,397,000

34,159,000

7.29

Powys Pension Fund***

463,873,000

23,233,000

5.00

Isle of Wight Pension Fund***

441,447,000

25,559,000

5.78

NOT PART OF THE FOSSIL FREE UK DATABASE
Environment Agency Pension Fund****

N/A

N/A

N/A

London Pensions Fund Authority Pension Fund

N/A

N/A

N/A

South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Pension Fund

N/A

N/A

N/A

West Midlands Passenger Transport Pension Fund

N/A

N/A

N/A

Key: *, **, ***, **** embody the representative case study – largest PF*; intermediate PF**; smallest PF***; committed
funds****
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Appendix 2 (PRI, n.d.) - THE UN PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT:
SIGNATORIES’ COMMITMENT
As institutional investors, we have a duty to act in the best long-term interests of our
beneficiaries. In this fiduciary role, we believe that environmental, social, and corporate
governance issues can affect the performance of investment portfolios (to varying degrees
across companies, sectors, regions, asset classes and through time). We also recognise that
applying these Principles may better align investors with broader objectives of society.
Therefore, where consistent with our fiduciary responsibilities, we commit to the following:

1. We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes.
2. We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and
principles.

3. We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest.
4. We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the investment
industry.

5. We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles.
6. We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles.
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Appendix 3 (Investor Platform for Climate Actions, 2016) - GLOBAL INVESTOR
STATEMENT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
As institutional investors and consistent with our fiduciary duty to our beneficiaries, we will:


Work with policy makers to support and inform their efforts to develop and implement
policy measures that encourage capital deployment at scale to finance the transition to a
low carbon economy and encourage investment in CC adaptation.



Identify and evaluate low carbon investment opportunities that meet our investment
criteria and consider investment vehicles that invest in low carbon assets subject to our
risk and return objectives.



Develop our capacity to assess the risks and opportunities presented by CC and climate
policy to our investment portfolios, and integrate, where appropriate, this information
into our investment decisions.



Work with the companies in which we invest to ensure that they are minimizing and
disclosing the risks and maximizing the opportunities presented by CC and climate policy.



Continue to report on the actions we have taken and the progress we have made in
addressing climate risk and investing in areas such as renewable energy, energy efficiency
and CC adaptation.

*…+ We, therefore call on governments to:


Provide stable, reliable and economically meaningful carbon pricing that helps redirect
investment commensurate with the scale of the CC challenge.



Strengthen regulatory support for energy efficiency and renewable energy, where this is
needed to facilitate deployment.



Support innovation in and deployment of low carbon technologies, including financing,
clean energy research and development.



Develop plans to phase out subsidies for FF.



Ensure that national adaptation strategies are structured to deliver investment.



Consider the effect of unintended constraints from financial regulations on investments in
low carbon technologies and in climate resilience.
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Appendix 4 - INTERVIEW GUIDE
Topic
Interviewee

Question(s)

Probing Question(s)

Vocation?
Role?

Employer

Role?

Responsible

How

Investment

investment?

would

you

define

responsible

What motivations drive LGPS funds to sustain
their investments in FF?
LGPS PF Role



Profitability?



Fiduciary duties?



Scheme member pressure?



Fund sustainability?

What motivations drive LGPS funds to divest 
their investments in FF?

The FFDM

Does the FFDM have influence over these
decisions?
Why have only six LGPS funds announced a
commitment to divest thus far?
These have prioritised policies of shareholder
engagement over divestment – why is this

Divestment
Commitments

the case?
Do the others address CC nonetheless?
Can we expect additional commitments in the
near future?
Barriers to making/achieving commitments?
Is it possible for a LGPS fund to offer a FF-free
scheme? (Boris Johnson claims it is not)

Other

Do you have any other comments that would
benefit the study?
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Scheme member pressure?



Other pressure?
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Appendix 5 - ONLINE SURVEY
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Appendix 6 (DCLG, 2016) - LGPS REGULATIONS 2016: MAIN PROVISIONS


Regulation 3 defines what is meant by an “investment” for the purposes of the regulations.
For clarification, the definition makes express reference to futures, options, derivatives,
limited partnerships and some types of insurance contracts. It also defines who a person
with whom a contract of insurance can be entered into is.



Regulation 4 sets out the monies that an administering authority must credit to its pension
fund. It also sets out the administering authority’s responsibility to pay benefits to members
and that costs of administering the scheme can be charged to the fund except where
prohibited by other regulations.



Regulation 5 outlines the limited circumstances under which an administering authority can
borrow money that the pension fund is liable to repay.



Regulation 6 requires administering authorities to deposit all pension fund monies in a
separate bank account and lists those institutions that can act as a deposit-taker. A deposit
taker cannot use pension fund monies to set-off any other account held by the
administering authority or a connected party.



Regulation 7 places an obligation on administering authorities to consult on and publish an
investment strategy statement, which must be in accordance with guidance from the
Secretary of State. The statement must demonstrate that investments will be suitably
diversified and should outline the administering authority’s maximum allocations for
different asset classes, as well as their approach to risk and responsible investing. Separate
guidance from the Secretary of State will clarify how the Government’s announcement on
boycotts, sanctions and divestments should be taken into account when investment
decisions are taken.



Regulation 8 provides the Secretary of State with the power to intervene in the investment
function of an administering authority if he is satisfied that the authority is failing to act in
accordance with the regulations and guidance. The regulation also enables the Secretary of
State to initiate enquiries if an intervention is warranted and must consult the authority
concerned. The Secretary of State can intervene by directing the authority to undertake a
broad range of actions to remedy the situation.



Regulation 9 details how an administering authority must appoint external investment
managers.
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Regulation 10 allows administering authorities to invest in Treasury approved collective
investment schemes.
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Appendix 7 (FRC, 2012) - THE PRINCIPLES OF THE STEWARDSHIP CODE
So as to protect and enhance the value that accrues to the ultimate beneficiary, institutional
investors should:
1. Publicly disclose their policy on how they will discharge their stewardship responsibilities.
2. Have a robust policy on managing conflicts of interest in relation to stewardship which should
be publicly disclosed.
3. Monitor their investee companies.
4. Establish clear guidelines on when and how they will escalate their stewardship activities.
5. Be willing to act collectively with other investors where appropriate.
6. Have a clear policy on voting and disclosure of voting activity.
7. Report periodically on their stewardship and voting activities.
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Appendix 8 (GMPF, 2017) - SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT (GMPF INVESTMENT
STRATEGY STATEMENT)


The Fund holds a general policy of not interfering in the day to day investment decisions of
its investment managers. However, the Fund may choose to actively invest in or disinvest
from companies for social, ethical or environmental reasons, so long as that does not risk
material financial detriment to the Fund.



As a responsible investor, the Fund wishes to promote corporate social responsibility, good
practice and improved company performance amongst all companies in which it invests. On
environmental issues, the Fund wishes to promote and encourage compliance with its own
"UK Environmental Investment Code". The Fund's appointed external securities managers
are encouraged to operate a policy of constructive shareholder engagement with
companies. The Fund is a ‘Tier 1’ signatory of the UK Stewardship Code.



The Fund endeavours to be a socially responsible investor wherever possible but does so
within the duties placed upon it under statute and under general trust law principles to
manage the Scheme in the best financial interests of the Scheme members and
beneficiaries.



From time to time the Fund will pursue certain specific issues direct with investee
companies, either individually or, more usually, collectively with other institutional investors
via its membership of the 'Local Authority Pension Fund Forum', its membership of the
'Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change', as a signatory to the 'UN Principles for
Responsible Investment' or by means of other ad-hoc groupings.



The Panel has approved an allocation to Local Investments, which has the twin aims of
generating a commercial return and delivering a positive social impact. The Fund's Annual
Report and Accounts contains more detail on the specific investments within this allocation.
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Appendix 9 (WYPF, n.d.) - ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY
(WYPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT)


Investment decisions are taken based on financial and commercial considerations so as to
yield the best return by way of income and capital appreciation. If it is shown that particular
types of social, environmental and ethical investment can produce at least comparable
returns, then the Fund will invest in such companies as part of the normal investment
process.



The fund will actively invest in low carbon and renewable energy technology where suitable
opportunities arise, in order to encourage a move toward a lower carbon economy. The
Fund will increase exposure via infrastructure funds, equity investments and alternative
investments. The Fund will continue to encourage companies to consider climate change
and environmental risk in their business strategies, and will co-sign shareholder resolutions
at company annual general meetings where appropriate.



The voting policy of the West Yorkshire Pension Fund is viewed as a fundamental
contribution towards socially responsible investment. The Fund is committed to ensuring
that the companies in which it has a shareholding adopt sound principles of corporate
responsibility, particularly in relation to environmental and employment standards. The
Fund will utilise its shareholding wherever possible, through the voting policy and
engagement, to exert influence on those companies falling short of acceptable standards.



The WYPF is a member of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum (LAPFF), a special
interest group of the Local Government Association, which comprises over 70 local
authority pension funds with combined assets of over £175 billion. The Forum exists to
promote the investment interests of local authority pension funds, and in particular to
maximise their influence as shareholders to promote corporate social responsibility and
high standards of corporate governance amongst the companies in which they invest. The
Forum issues research and guidance relating to climate change and employment standards
and promotes best investment practice for the Local Government Pension Scheme
nationally. The Forum regularly engages directly with large companies in this regard and has
been effective in improving companies understanding of the requirements of investors.
Representatives of the LAPFF have attended the Annual General Meetings of companies
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where shareholder resolutions have been brought, and these have been well received by
the companies involved.


The WYPF is also a member of the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC).
The IIGCC seeks to promote a better understanding of the implications of climate change
amongst its members and other institutional investors, and to encourage companies and
markets in which its members invest to address any material risks and opportunities to their
businesses associated with climate change and a shift to a lower carbon economy.



The WYPF first became a signatory to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) in 2007. The CDP
seeks information from over 2,750 companies world-wide on their Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.
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Appendix 10 (Somerset County Council Pension Fund, 2017) - SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL &
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY (SPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT)


The Fund seeks to be a long term responsible investor. The Fund believes that in the long
term it will generate better financial returns by investing in companies and assets that
demonstrate they contribute to the long term sustainable success of the global economy
and society.



Social, environmental and ethical concerns will not inhibit the delivery of the Fund’s
investment strategy and will not impose any restrictions on the type, nature of
companies/assets held within the portfolios that the Fund invests in. For example, the Fund
will not require any form of dis-investment from fossil fuels, tobacco or such like.



It is recognised, however, that the interests of investors on social etc. grounds may coincide
with those solely on investment grounds in which case there will be no conflict of interest.
Indeed, the Committee believes that in the long run, socially responsible and fiduciary
investment will tend to come together since adverse performance on social, environmental
or ethical issues will ultimately be reflected in share prices.



The Fund will seek to engage (through the Brunel Pension Partnership, its asset managers or
other resources) with companies to ensure they can deliver sustainable financial returns
over the long-term as part of comprehensive risk analysis. In the example of fossil fuels, this
will mean engaging with oil companies on how they are assessing their business strategy
and capital expenditure plans to adapt to changes in cost base and regulation that will
ensure the continued delivery of shareholder returns in the medium to long term.
Engagement with companies is more likely to be successful if the Fund continues to be a
shareholder.



Although social, environmental and ethical issues rarely arise on the agendas of company
Annual General Meetings, where an issue does arise the Council’s investment managers will
vote in accordance with the Fund’s interest on investment grounds.



The Fund recognises the risks associated with social, environmental and governance (ESG)
issues, and the potential impact on the financial returns if those risks are not managed
effectively. The Fund therefore expects its investment managers to monitor and manage
the associated risks. As the Fund moves towards the new arrangements for the pooling of
investments it will work with its partners in the Brunel pool and the Brunel Pension
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Partnership Limited company to ensure that robust systems are in place for monitoring ESG
risk, both at a portfolio and a total fund level, and that the associated risks are effectively
managed.
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Appendix 11 (PPF, 2017) – SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT (PPF INVESTMENT
STRATEGY STATEMENT)


The County Council has delegated responsibility for the selection, retention and realisation
of investments to the investment manager(s)



The County Council’s policy is to invest part of the Fund’s assets on a passive basis. The
County Council does not consider it appropriate for a passive investment manager to take
account of social, environmental or ethical considerations in the selection, retention and
realisation of investments.



The County Council’s policy in respect of the actively managed portion of the Fund’s assets
is that the extent to which social, environmental or ethical considerations are taken into
accounting the selection, retention and realisation of investments is left to the discretion of
the active investment managers. However the County Council expects that the active
investment manager(s)in the exercise of their delegated duties will take the extent to which
social, environmental or ethical issues may have a financial impact on the portfolio into
account.
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Appendix 12 (IWCPF, 2017) - ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
POLICY (IWCPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT)


The Pension Fund Committee must act with the best financial interests of the beneficiaries,
present and future, in mind. The Pension Fund Committee believes that companies should
be aware of the potential risks associated with adopting practices that are socially,
environmentally or ethically unacceptable. As part of the investment decision-making
process, Investment Managers are required to consider such practices and assess the extent
to which this will detract from company performance and returns to shareholders.



Investment Managers are required to exercise voting rights on behalf of the Pension Fund
when it is in the best interests of the Pension Fund. The quarterly report from investment
managers should include details of voting activity.



The Fund has never sought to implement a policy that explicitly excludes certain types of
investments, companies or sectors except where they are barred by UK law. The Fund
believes that its influence as a shareholder is better deployed by engaging with companies,
in order to influence behaviour and enhance shareholder value. The Fund believes that this
influence would be lost through a divestment or screening approach. The Fund actively
engages with companies through its investment managers.



Ultimately the Fund will always retain the right to disinvest from certain companies or
sectors in the event that all other approaches are unsuccessful and it is determined that the
investment is no longer aligned with the interests of the Fund or that the issue poses a
material financial risk.
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Appendix 13 (London Borough of Southwark Pension Fund, 2017) - ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY (SWPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT)


Apply long term thinking to deliver long term sustainable returns.



Seek sustainable returns from well governed and sustainable assets.



Apply a robust approach to effective stewardship.



Engagement through voting, meetings, and the LAPFF is a valuable tool to influence
organisations in areas of responsible investment interest.



Ensure that responsible investment is a core competency and skill to support decision
making.



Seek to innovate, demonstrate and promote responsible investment leadership and ESG
best practice.



Apply evidence based decision making in the implementation of responsible investment.



Achieve improvements in ESG through effective partnerships with the London CIV and
LAPFF.



Share ideas and best practice to achieve wider and more valuable responsible investment
outcomes.



Be transparent and accountable in all Fund activities.



Consider the costs of responsible investment decisions alongside fiduciary responsibilities.



To continue with a structured, measured process of reducing and ultimately eliminating
investments in fossil fuels.
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Appendix 14 (London Borough of Hackney Pension Fund, 2017) - SOCIAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY (HNPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY
STATEMENT)
The Fund invests on the basis of financial risk and return, having considered a full range of
factors, including environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) factors where these
present financial risks to the delivery of portfolio objectives and therefore impact on the
sustainability of the Fund’s returns.
The Fund therefore requires its investment managers to integrate all material financial factors,
including ESG considerations, into their investment analysis and decision-making for all fund
investments.
The Fund’s Investment Managers (and specifically the London Collective Investment Vehicle
through which the Fund will increasingly invest) are also expected to undertake appropriate
monitoring of current investments with regard to their policies and practices on all issues which
could present a material financial risk to the long-term performance of the fund, including ESG
factors. The Fund monitors this activity on an ongoing basis with the aim of maximising its
impact and effectiveness.
Where appropriate, the Committee considers how it wishes to approach specific ESG factors in
the context of its role in asset allocation and investment strategy setting. Taking into account
the ratification in October 2016 of the Paris Agreement, the Committee considers that
significant exposure to fossil fuel reserves within the Fund’s portfolio could pose a material
financial risk. In summer 2016, Trucost were commissioned to produce a Carbon Risk Audit for
the Fund, quantifying the Fund’s exposure through its equity portfolio to fossil fuel reserves and
power generation and where the greatest risks lie.
Having taken into account the risks associated with exposure to fossil fuel reserves, the
Committee has approved a target to:


Reduce the Fund’s relative exposure to future emissions from fossil fuel reserves
(measured in MtCO2e –million tonnes of CO2emissions) by 50% over 2 valuation cycles
(6 years)



Measure the reduction relative to the Fund’s position as at July 2016 (7.11MtCO2e) and
adjusted for Assets Under Management (£AUM)
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The target will be periodically reviewed to ensure that it remains consistent with the risks
associated with investment in carbon assets and with the Committee’s fiduciary duties.
The Committee considers exposure to carbon risk in the context of its role in asset allocation
and investment strategy setting. Consideration has therefore been given in setting the Fund’s
Investment Strategy to how this objective can be achieved within a pooled investment structure
and the Committee, having taken professional advice, will work with the London CIV to ensure
that suitable strategies are made available.
Where necessary, the Fund will also engage with its Investment Managers or the London CIV to
address specific areas of carbon risk. The Fund expects its investment managers to integrate
financially material ESG factors into their investment analysis and decision making and may
engage with managers and the London CIV to ensure that the strategies it invests in remain
appropriate for its needs. However, the Fund does not at this time operate a blanket exclusion
policy in respect of specific sectors or companies.
At the present time the Committee does not take into account non-financial factors when
selecting, retaining, or realising its investments. The Committee reviews its approach to nonfinancial factors periodically, taking into account relevant legislation and the Law Commission’s
guidance on when such factors may be considered. Additionally, the Committee monitors
legislative and other developments with regards to this subject and will review its approach in
the event of material changes.
The Fund does not exclude investments in order to pursue boycotts, divestment and sanctions
against foreign nations and UK defence industries, other than where formal legal sanctions,
embargoes and restrictions have been put in place by the Government.
The Fund does not at the time of preparing this statement hold any assets which it deems to be
social investments; however, this ISS places no specific restrictions on the Fund in respect of
such investments beyond those of suitability within the Investment Strategy as a whole and
compatibility with the Committee’s fiduciary duties. In considering any such investment in the
future, the Committee will have regard to the Guidance issued by the Secretary of State and to
the Law Commission’s guidance on financial and non-financial factors.
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Appendix 15 (London Borough of Haringey Pension Fund, 2017) - SOCIAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICY (HPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY
STATEMENT)
The Fund believes the adoption by companies of positive Environmental, Social and Governance
principles can enhance their long term performance and increase their financial returns. The
Fund has demonstrated this by adopting the United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investment and by being a member of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum, which
undertakes engagement activity with companies on behalf of its members.
In addition, the Fund has demonstrated this by allocating one-third of its equity portfolio
(excluding Emerging Markets) to a passive fund that tracks the MSCI World Low Carbon Target
Index. This index aims to reduce exposure to companies with the highest carbon footprints,
relative to a market capitalisation benchmark. Further, the Fund has made commitments
expected to be equivalent to c. 5% of assets to two Renewable Energy mandates. These
mandates will invest in infrastructure assets that are linked to the production of different forms
of Renewable Energy (e.g. Wind, Solar, Tidal power). This further demonstrates the
commitment of the Fund to Environmental principles. The Fund believes that further reduction
in exposure to fossil fuel industries will reduce risk and secure stronger returns for the fund
over the long term.
Investment managers are expected to consider responsible investment issues when voting on
behalf of the Fund. However in instances where shareholder value and responsible investment
conflict, the investment managers are instructed to vote for shareholder value and report these
instances to the Committee. All investment managers are expected to vote in respect of all
pooled funds.
The Committee has member and other stakeholder representatives who actively engage with
stakeholders to ensure the Fund is aware and can respond effectively to stakeholder concerns.
Investments that deliver social impact as well as a financial return are often described as “social
investments”. Social investment includes a wide spectrum of investment opportunities. The
Fund is consistent in the application of risk and return requirements when evaluating all
investment opportunities including those that address societal challenges but generate
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competitive financial returns with an acceptable risk / return profile in line with the investment
strategy.
The Fund does not exclude investments in order to pursue boycotts, divestment and sanctions
against foreign nations and UK defence industries, other than where formal legal sanctions,
embargoes and restrictions have been put in place by the Government.
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Appendix 16 (Mercer, 2017) - SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL & CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
POLICY (WFPF INVESTMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT)
With regard to responsible investment the Committee is mindful of the following legal
principles, which are based on recent decisions in the courts and which apply to all pension
schemes:
a. Administering authorities are free to adopt a policy of socially responsible investment,
provided that they treat the financial interests of all classes of scheme members as
paramount and their investment policies are consistent with the standards of care and
prudence required by law.
b. Administering authorities are free to avoid certain kinds of prudent investment, which
they consider scheme members would regard as objectionable as long as they make
equally financial advantageous and prudent investments elsewhere. They may also make
“ethical” investments provided these are otherwise justifiable on investment grounds.
c. Administering authorities are not entitled to subordinate the interests of members to
ethical or social concerns. The financial performance of the Fund consistent with proper
diversification and prudence is paramount.
ESG issues can have a material impact on long-term risk and return outcomes and considering
these issues is consistent with the fiduciary duty of the Committee. The Fund is a long-term
investor and is committed to being an active owner. It wishes to promote a policy of dialogue
on responsible investment issues, through its investment managers, with company
management.
The Committee has identified the following ESG issues as a focus for engagement:


Environmental issues: including conserving energy, promoting alternative energy sources,
recycling, avoiding pollution and using environmentally friendly and sustainable resources.



Human rights: including child labour issues in foreign subsidiaries of UK companies or
operations in countries with oppressive regimes



Employment standards: including equal opportunities, health and safety, trade union
recognition and employee participation
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The Committee has a fiduciary duty to invest Fund assets in members’ best interests and so
must ensure that assets are invested in an appropriate manner; as a result any ESG
considerations must be taken in light of expected return implications.
The Fund invests via pooled funds and therefore expects its underlying investment managers to
exercise voting and engagement rights on its behalf. The Fund is therefore subject to the ESG
and voting policies of the individual investment managers. The Committee considers these
policies when appointing a new manager and when monitoring investment managers, the
Officers consider whether each manager’s actions and engagement activities have been
appropriate and in keeping with the Fund’s policy.
The Fund complies with the UK Stewardship Code (‘the Code’) and is preparing a formal
statement of commitment with the Code for assessment. The current draft is set out in
Appendix A. The Fund encourages its underlying investment managers to comply with the Code.
It is proposed to monitor action by investment managers on a quarterly basis and further
develop this policy on an annual basis on the basis of experience. The Committee also receives
an annual report from its Investment Consultant on the ESG credentials of its investment
managers.
The Committee recognises that taking a collaborative approach with other investors can help to
achieve wider and more effective outcomes. The Fund has joined the Local Authority Pension
Fund Forum (LAPFF) to promote best practice on corporate governance and SRI issues amongst
the companies in which it invests, through cooperative action with other local authority funds.
LAPFF exists to promote the investment interests of local authority pension funds and to
maximise their influence as shareholders in promoting corporate social responsibility and high
standards of corporate governance amongst companies in which they invest.
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